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SUMMARY 
The work done under this project was documented in detail as the Ph. D. 
dissertation of Dr. Duane Hixon. It may be recalled that the objectives of the 
research project were: 
1) Evaluation of the Generalized Minirnum Residual method (GMRES) as a 
tool for accelerating 2-D and 3-D unsteady flows, and 
2) Evaluation of the suitability of the <3MRES algorithm for unsteady flows, 
computed on parallel computer architectures. 
Both these objectives were met. 
In addition to the Ph. D. dissertation of Mr. Duane Hixon, the following 
three AIAA papers were pulished, under the present work. Two of these papers 
also appeared as journal articles. 
1. Hixon, A. and Sankar, L. N., " Application of a Generalized Minimum 
Residual Method to 2-D Unsteady Flows," AIAA Paper 92-0422; also, AIAA 
Journal. Volume 31, No. 10, October 1993, pp 1955-1957. 
2. Hixon, A., Tsung, Fu-Lin and Sankar, L. N., "A Comparison of Two 
methods for Solving 3-D Unsteady Compressible Viscous Flows," AIAA paper 93-
0537, to appear in AIAA Journal, 1994. 
3. Hixon, R. and Sankar, L. N., "Unsteady Compressible Two-Dimensional 
Calculations on a MIMD Parallel Supercomputer," AIAA paper 94-0757. 
The first two publications as well as a detailed final report were previously 
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ABSTRACT 
An existing sequential 2-D Ahemating Direction Implicit 
(ADI) unsteady compressible viscous flow solver has 
been modified to run on an Intel iPSC/860 parallel 
supercomputer. "Techniques for implementation of 
boundary conditions, and the inversion of the Implicit 
matrix equations are discussed. A Generalized Minimal 
Residual method is. added to the parallel algorithm and 
tested. Resuhs are presented for steady viscous flow 
past a NACA 0012 airfoil at 13.4 degree angle of 
attack, and for a NACA 64-A01 0 airfoil performing a 
sinusoidal plunging motion under transonic flight 
conditions. It concluded that implicit time marching 
algorithms may be efficiently implemented on parallel 
message passing architectures. 
INTRODUCTION 
During the past two decades, there has been 
significant progress in numerical simulation of 
unsteady compressible viscous flows. At present, a 
variety of solution techniques exist such as the 
transonic small disturbance analyses (TSD) 1,2,3, 
transonic full potential equation based methods4·s.s, 
unsteady Euler solvers 7•8, and unsteady Navier-Stokes 
solvers9· 10· 11 ·12. This progress has been driven by 
developments in three areas: (1) Improved numerical 
algorithms, (2) Automation of body-fitted grid 
generation schemes, and (3) Advanced computer 
architectures with vector processing and parallel 
processing features. 
Despite these advances, numerical simulation of 
unsteady viscous flows still remains a computationally 
intensive problem even in two dimensions. For 
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example, unsteady 3-D Navier-Stokes simulations of a 
helicopter rotor blade in forward flight may require over 
30,000 time steps for a full revolution of the rotor10. In 
other unsteady flows, such as the high angle of attack 
flow past fighter configurations, a systematic parametric 
study of the flow is currently not practical due to the 
very large CPU time necessary for such simulations13. 
Thus, it is clear that significant improvements to the 
existing algorithms, .1.!1~. dramatic improvements in 
computer architectures, will be needed before 
unsteady two and three dimensional viscous flow 
analyses become practical day-to-day engineering 
tools. 
One numerical scheme that has been of recent 
interest is the Generalized Minimal RESidual (GMRES) 
method originally proposed by Saad and Schultz'4. 
This procedure uses a conjugate gradient method to 
accelerate the convergence of existing flow solvers. 
GMR ES was added to existing steady flow solvers by 
Wigton, Yu, and Young15, and has been used on many 
different types of solvers1B-21 . Saad has also used a 
similar Krylov subspace projection method on a steady, 
incompressible Navier-Stokes problem and an 
unsteady one-dimensional wave propagation 
equation The present rEtsearchers have successfully 
used the GMR ES scheme to accelerate 2-D and 3-D 
unsteady viscous flow computations on vector 
supercomputers23.24. 
In the area of improvE~d computer architectures, 
emphasis has shifted towards the use of multiple 
processors. Four different strategies have been 
pursued by the computer designers. On the Cray 
Y/MP class of systems, a relatively few sophisticated 
CPU units tightly connected to each other are used. 
On massively parallel computers of the CM-5 class, 
several thousand (relatively) simple processors tightly 
connected to each other are used. On machines of the 
Intel iPSC/860 class, a srnall number of processors (32 
or more) tightly connected to each other are used. 
Rnally distributed syst~~ms, where a collection of 
heterogeneous systems connected to each other via 
standard Ethernet interfllce lines are coming of age, 
and rely on a combination of software (e.g. Parallel 
Virtual Machine interface) and hardware (faster CPUs, 
high speed communication links) to achieve increased 
throughput. 
In this work, the GMRES scheme is considered as a 
candidate for the acceleration of an iterative time 
marching scheme for unsteady 2-D compressible flow 
calculations on an Intel IPSC/860 parallel 
supercomputer. In the past, researchers have ported a 
number of steady applications to this machine. In these 
applications, the flow field is divided into a number of 
blocks, and each CPU node is tasked with advancing 
the flow field by one pseudo-time step. However, 
porting a true unsteady flow solver to this machine 
Introduces new difficulties. For example, the practice 
of lagging boundary conditions at the block 
boundaries can create serious phase errors in 
unsteady flow simulations, particularly if large 
disturbances such as shock waves and strong vortices 
move across the block boundaries. Most steady flow 
solvers use an explicit time marching scheme, and the 
individual blocks (and the CPU nodes) are only loosely 
coupled to each other. In unsteady viscous flows, 
implicit schemes are commonly used because of their 
superior stability characteristics. Unfortunately, implicit 
schemes require a tight coupling between the blocks, 
and the CPU nodes. Unless an implicit algorithm is 
carefully designed, the 110 penalties associated with 
the data transfer between the nodes can make an 
implicit algorithm unsuitable for parallel implementation. 
MATHEMATICAL AND NUMERICAL 
FORMULATION 
The unsteady, 2-D, compressible ADI code23 used in 
this study solves the Navier-Stokes equations, given in 
curvilinear coordinates as: 
(1) 
with an implicit scheme similar to that of Steger25. 
Here, q is the flow properties vector; E and G contain 
the information regarding the mass, momentum and 
energy fluxes; S and T contain the viscous stress, 
heat conduction and viscous work effects. Second or 
fourth order central differences are used for the spatial 
derivatives, and a first order backward difference is 
used for the time derivative. 
An iterative AD I scheme is used to numerically 
integrate the Navier-Stokes equations. At each time 
step, the following equation is iteratively solved: 
where, A is the residual being driven to zero, given by 
A=_ ~g [(qn+l,k. qn)/At] + ~(S. E)+ 6r;(T _ G)]"•l.k 
(2) 
and ~ is the change in the flow properties between 
successive iterations, 
Aq. cr·t-1.k•1 _ qn•1.k 
(3) 
Also, 'n' refers to the time level, and 'k' to the iteration 
level. The time step is given as At, while A-r; is a local 
time step used in the iterative process. The matrices A 
and Care the Jacobians of the flux vectors E and G, 
and are computed using the information at the 
previous iteration level 'k'. 
Since the left side of Eq. (2) is invertible, this equation 
may formally be written as: 
(4) 
A non-iterative ADI scheme simply means that only one 
iteration step is performed at each time level. 
Note that the right side of Eq. (2) can be computed by 
a variety of methods: finite volume, finite element, 
finite difference, etc. ThEt left side ADI matrix may be 
replaced· by an LU form, or even a simple diagonal 
form. The GMRES formulation does not concern itself 
with such details of the implementation, but instead 
treats the flow solver as a 'black box' used only to 
evaluate Eq. (4). 
Of course, the success of the GMRES solver will 
depend on the left side matrix chosen. Implicit 
formulations such as ADI and LU schemes are known 
to perform significantly better than explicit fonns 26. 
The unsteady GMRES solver attempts to find the 
qn. 1,k that will minimize the equation: 
(5) 
at each time step. 
In a non-iterative ADI scheme, the time step is 
restricted to prevent errors introduced by the 
2 
linearization of the flux terms and the approximate 
factorization of the linear matrix operator from affecting 
the unsteady solution. Since the GMRES method is 
being used on an iterative time marching scheme, the 
time step is now dependent only on the ability of the 
discretized equations to follow the physics of the flow. 
A reduction in CPU time is achieved H the GMRES 
method requires fewer evaluations of the residual R to 
anive at a given time level than the non-iterative ADI 
methodology to arrive at the same time level. 
The GMR ES solver works by assuming that the error 
vector M( q n+ 1 ,k ) is spanned by a small set of ortho-
normal direction vectors. For two dimensional 
compressible flows, there are a total of (imax x kmax x 
4) possible orthonormal directions that the correction 
vector to the flow variables, 6q may lie in. 
The GMRES solver uses the underlying iterative ADI 
scheme to choose a small set of orthogonal directions 
(a user input, which is usually less than 20). The slope 
of the residual in each direction is numerically 
computed. From this, a least squares problem is 
solved to minimize the magnitude of the 12 norm of the 
error vector M(q"•1.k ). 
In contrast, the classical iterative ADI scheme given in 
equation (2) considers only one direction in each 
iteration; each new iteration computes a new direction 
which has no relation to the directions that have 
already been used. This causes, in many cases, the 
iterative process to stall, and no further reduction in the 
error vector M(q"•1.k} is achieved. 
Closely following the development given in Ref. 15, 
·the direction vectors are found as follows: 
The initial direction is computed as 
(6) 
and normalized as 
d a. 
1 - iidJi 
(7) 










Here,£ is taken to be some small number. In this work, 
it is set to 0.001. 
The new direction d j+t h:; normalized before the next 




After obtaining the components of Aq along these 
direction~. the solution vector is updated using 
J 
-D+l.k+l -D+l.k ~ d 
q - q + ~aj j 
J•l 
(13) 
where the coefficients ~ are chosen to minimize: 
3 
IM(q····k+'>l'- ~(q··~k + ~.jaj>j' 
• ~(q··U) + ~·;M(q····k;ii;)r 
PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION 
(14) 
The GMRES code has been extensively evaluated for 
a number of unsteady flows in two- and three-
dimensions23.24 . These earlier calculations done were 
on vector machines of the Cray Y/MP class, or on 
advanced workstations. The thrust of the present 
study is to evaluate if the GMRES algorithm performs 
well on parallel machines of the Intel iPSC/860 class, 
and determine any modifications needed to tune the 
algorithm to these machines. 
The iPSC/860 is a MIMD machine; the individual 
processors work with different subsets of the data 
simultaneously, and each processor may 
independently execute different instructions at the 
same time. Furthermore, the iPSC/860 is a distributed-
memory machine, where each processor has its own 
separate memory. In order to obtain information from 
another processor, a message-passing routine must 
be explicitly coded. Since the message passing 
process is a relatively slow sequential process, the 
most efficient code will usually have the least number 
of messages. 
As a first step, a non-iterative 2-D AD I code (that solves 
equation (2), but uses only one iteration} was modified 
to run on an Intel iPSC/860 machine located at the 
NASA Langley Research Center. In order to 
accomplish this goal, the computational domain was 
divided into a number of blocks or sub-domains as 
shown in F~gure 1. As is common with block strudured 
grid solvers, each sub-domain overlaps its neighbors 
by two "ghost" cells. Each processor performs an AD I 
step over one or more blocks. The boundary 
conditions for the ghost cells are updated by passing 
messages at the end of each step. 
A number of 2-D steady flow calculations were first 
carried out with the non-iterative ADI solver 
Implemented on the iPSC/860 architecture. The 
steady state solutions were identical to the results 
obtained on sequential machines. As stated earlier, 
this approach of lagging the flow properties at the 
block boundaries (ghost cells) works well only for 
steady flows. 
Iterative Thomas Alaorithm 
Since the goal of this work was to solve the unsteady 
Navier-Stokes equations in a time-accurate fashion, an 
iterative solution procedure was implemented. The 
bottleneck in such an implementation is inversion the 
tridiagonal matrix systf~m in the streamwise (; - ) 
direction. 
It should be noted that a parallel ADI step is quite 
different from that of the sequential version. A 
description of the current implementation follows: 
First, the order of the sweeps is reversed: 
(15) 
and the l; -sweep is performed first. 
(16) 
Since this sweep requires information only within a 
given block, and never requires information across 
block boundaries, this matrix inversion was done, in 
parallel on all the processors, using the Thomas 
algorithm in a manner identical to the sequential 
version of the flow solver. 
When equation (16) has been solved in all the blocks 
by all the CPU nodes, the values for ~q • are known 
throughout the flow field. Next, the streamwise sweep 
is performed: 
(17) 
This sweep, performed using Thomas algorithm, 
usually requires information across block boundaries, 
because the nodes along the ; - direction in all the 
blocks are implicitly coupled. In the iterative approach 
we lagged the Aq values at the block boundaries by 
one iteration, or set these values to zero. This strategy 
removes the implicit coupling between the individual 
blocks. 
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We found the above approach to be unsatisfactory for 
a number of reasons. A large number of iterations were 
needed to drive the Aq values, and the associated 
phase errors to z'~ro. This algorithm required two 
message passes per iteration for each processor, 
which increases the run time dramatically. Also, the 
convergence of the Aq values near the block 
boundaries was not unifonn between iterations. 
Block CVclic Reduction CBCRl Routine 
To avoid the difficulties involved in the iterative 
Thomas algorithm, a Block Cyclic Reduction (BCR) 
routine was next implemented, for solving equation 
(17) in the ;-sweep. 
While the Thomas algorithm requires the least 
operation count to solve the matrix system , it also is an 
inherently sequential method (i.e., for each step in the 
inversion procedure, information is required from the 
step previously performed). Therefore, the Thomas 
algorithm is not directly parallelizable. 
The Block Cyclic Reduction routine is a more efficient 
way of solving the tridiagonal matrix equations. Given a 
tridiagonal matrix that is (2"+ 1) x (2"+ 1) , this procedure 
directly solves the matrix system as described in Ref. 
27. 
The BCR routine has three drawbacks. First, the 
processors must communicate before every round of 
reduction and back-substitution to obtain matrix values 
that lie outside its block. These messages are 
relatively short, however. Second, during the end of 
the reduction and the beginning of the back-
substitution process when there are few lines left to 
compute, several processors wait in idle. It was 
anticipated that the savings in computation time 
compared to the parallel iterative routine will make up 
for the idle time encountered. Third, for best 
performance, the BCR routine must have 2" + 1 
equations to solve. Thus, the grid required for this 
routine is less flexible than that for the iterative parallel 
code. 
It should be emphasized that the BCR routine is a 
direct solution procedure in this implementation. 
There is no need to lag the Aq values at the block 
boundaries, as required by the iterative Thomas 
algorithm described earlier. 
GMRES ImPlementation 
The GMRES routines were finally added to the parallel 
iterative ADI code after the ADI code was validated. 
When the GMRES algorithm was implemented, a 
question ·arose as to the definition of the residual to be 
minimized. 
Two ideas were tried. The first idea was a completely 
parallel GMRES implementation, where each 
processor ran a GMRES routine to minimize the 12 
norm of the error vector M for nodes only in its 
particular block. When a function evaluation is 
required, the processors work in parallel to compute 
the residual R and the error vector M in all the blocks. 
The GM RES routine on each processor is only 
concerned with minimizing the error vector in its own 
block. This is equivalent to allowing each direction to 
have a different weighting coefficient in each block. 
The second idea was a global GMRES implementation. 
In this scheme, the prc•cessors work as before to 
compute the search directions and the residual in its 
sub-domain, but at the end of each function 
evaluation, the global norm of the error vector M is 
computed and used. This is now directly equivalent to 
the sequential GMRES code in that a single weighting 
coefficient is used for each direction throughout the 
flow field. 
Initial tests showed fthat the global GMRES 
implementation performed significantly better than the 
local GMRES; thus, the global GMRES was used for all 
runs. The GMR ES algorithm was implemented on both 
the Thomas and BCR versions of the code. The 
number of search direcUons were limited to 5 due to 
memory limitations. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The parallel AD I code was implemented on the NASA 
Langley 32 processor Intel iPSC/860 MIMD parallel 
supercomputer. Both the iterative Thomas algorithm 
and the BCR versions were extensively tested. The 
BCR solver was typically four times faster than the 
iterative Thomas algorithm. Here we document only 
the calculations with the Block Cyclic Reduction 
method. 
The notation used for the GMRES discussion is as 
follows. The notation I GMRES(5) I refers to a steady 
flow calculation with 5 search directions used at each 
step. The notation 1 GMRES (5/10) 1 refers to an 
unsteady flow calculation with 5 search directions used 
at each time step; each time step, however, is 1 0 times 
that taken by the non-iterative ADI solver. 
The steady flow validation case was that of a subsonic 
viscous flow about a NACA 0012 airfoil at a 13.4" angle 
of attack. The freestream Mach number was 0.301, 
and the Reynolds number was 3,950,000. This case 
was tested experimentally by McAlister, et. al28. A C-
grid topology was used, with 259 streamwise points 
5 
and 41 nonnal points. The Baldwin-Lomax turbulence 
model was used for all viscous calculations. 
The non-iterative ADI code was run for 1000 iterations 
on 4,8, 16, and 32 processors, and the speedup 
obtained is shown in Figure 2 and in Table I below. It 
can be seen that the speedup is not ideal, but this is 
largely due to th•:. low number of points on each 
processor. In other words, the processors spent a 
significant portion of the time passing boundary 
condition infonnation from block to block. The 1/0 time 
associated with the message passing was large, and 
comparable to the CPU time for the parallel task of 
computing the residual R or the error vector M. 
From this point on, all results shown are obtained using 
8 processors. All GMRES solutions are obtained using 
5 search directions per step. 
Results for the steady runs are shown in Figures 3, 4, 
and 5. Figure 3 shows the global residual histories for 
the AD I solver and the GMR ES solver. It should be 
noted that it was only possible to use 5 search 
directions due to the memory limitations of the 
machine; previous tests on a sequential computer 
have shown that GMRES provides significant 
speedups with more search directions. 
Figure 4 shows the lift coefficient history for this run. 
Note that the GMRES solver converges to the final lift 
coefficient much faster than the non-iterative BCR 
solver. 
Figure 5 shows the pressure coefficient computed by 
both the ADI and GMRES(5) solver compared to the 
experimental results of McAlister, et. al. Good 
agreement is obtained with experiment, and the 
solvers return identical answers, even though the 
GMRES solver has stalled at a relatively high residual. 
More search directions would have eliminated this 
problem. 
Next, an unsteady validation case was run. The 
problem studied was that of inviscid transonic flow 
about a plungin~J NACA 64-A01 0 airfoil. The 
freestream Mach number is 0.8, and the reduced 
frequency is 0.2. The plunging motion is defined by 
this equation: 
This is a challenging case for unsteady flow solvers, 
because of the formation and motion of strong shock 
waves on the upper and lower surfaces. The shock 
speed is sensitive to the errors in the discretization, 
and errors introduced at the block boundaries will be 
expected to adversely affect the solution accuracy. 
This case has been studied by many researchers; our 
results are compared to those of Steger25 and 
Magnus26._ 
The grid used here is a parabolic C-grid, with 259 
streamwise and 21 n<>rmal grid points. The non-
iterative ADI solver uses a non-dimensional time step 
of .01. 
The GMR ES solutions :shown are computed using 5 
search directions and 5 and 10 times the ADI time step 
(GMRES (515) and GMRES (5/10), respectively). Local 
time stepping is used as a preconditioner for the 
GMRES solver; this improves the convergence 
dramatically. 
The results shown are for the fourth cycle of oscillation. 
Figure 6 shows the lift coefficient histories as a 
function of the phase angle. It can be seen that the 
ADI and both GMRES solutions agree well with the 
earlier studies of Steger and Magnus. Good 
agreement between different methods for the lift 
coefficient may be deceptive, because the errors (in 
shock locations and shock speeds) on the upper and 
lower surfaces tend to offset each other. The pitching 
moment is much more sensitive to the shock location, 
and serves as a more suitable indicator of the solution 
accuracy. 
Figure 7 shows the moment coefficient histories for 
the same case. It is seen that the ADI and GMRES 
(5/5) solutions agree well with the earlier studies of 
Steger and Magnus, while the moment coefficient for 
the GMRES (5/10) run is not dose at all. This is due to 
the errors in the computed shock speed as a larger 
time step is used. 
In this study we used a simple preconditioner to 
stabilize the calculations. The time pseudo time step 
A't shown in equation (2) was different from the 
physical time step At. Of course, the pseudo-step 
does not have any effect on ·the final converged 
solution at a given time step. In some earlier studies on 
a sequential computer, the preconditioner was not 
used (i.e. A't =At). In these earlier calculations, 10 
search directions werE~ necessary to stabilize ·the 
unsteady GMRES procedure (i.e., GMRES (10/5)), 
while now 5 are sufficient. 
It should be noted that this case is a worst-case 
scenario for the GMRES solver. On most problems, 
the GMRES solver (both the parallel implementation 
and the sequential impl•~mentation) can speed up the 
solution procedure by a factor of 3, over the baseline 
iterative ·ADI solver. The present problem, with its 
moving shocks and nonlinear flow field, is a harsh test 




An existing sequential unsteady 2-D compressible 
viscous flow solver was rewritten for implementation on 
an Inter iPSC/860 MIMD parallel supercomputer. Two 
methods were investigated for the parallel solution of 
the tridiagonal block matrices encountered in the ADI 
procedure. the Block Cyclic Reduction technique 
proved to be four times faster than an iterative Thomas 
algorithm. 
The code was validated for steady and unsteady, 
viscous and inviscid ·flow cases. A GMRES solution 
method was added and validated, and the effect of 
preconditioning on the GMRES parallel 
implementation was investigated. This proved to have 
a very beneficial effect, and halved the number of 
search directions originally required for this problem. 
The GMRES method proved to be highly parallelizable, 
requiring only one very short message to be passed 
for each search direction. The main shortcomings 
encountered were in the parallelization of the 
underlying ADI algorithm. Algorithms such as the BCR 
algorithm described here, or other procedures that 
exploit the parallel architecture more efficiently than 
BCR can result in dramatic speedups with the GMRES 
solver. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This research project deals with the development of efficient iterative 
solution rnethods for the numerical solution of two- and three-dimensional 
compressible Navier-Stokes equations. The work during the present research 
period (February 14 -August 13, 1991) focuses on two-dimensional applications. 
Iterative time niarchi ng methods have several advantages over classical 
multi-step explicit time marching schernes, and non-iterative implicit time 
marching schemes. Iterative schemes have better stability characteristics than 
non-iterative explicit and implicit schemes. Thus, the extra work required by 
iterative schemes per time step per node may usually be offset by the use of a 
larger time step. Iterative schemes can also be designed to perform efficiently on 
current and future generation scalable, massively parallel machines. 
An obvious candidate for iteratively solving the system of coupled non-
linear algebraic equations arising in CFD applications is the Newton method. 
Many investigators have implemented Newton's method in existing finite 
difference and finite volume methods. Depending on the complexity of the 
problem, the number of Newton iterations needed per step to solve the 
discretized system of equations can, however, vary dramatically from a few (3 to 
5) to several hundred. 
In this work, another popular approach based on the classical conjugate 
gradient method, known as the GMRES (Generalized Minimum Residual) 
algorithm is investigated . The GMRES algorithm has been used in the past by a 
number of researchers for solving steady viscous and inviscid flow problems with 
considerable success. Here, we investigate the suitability of this algorithm for 
solving the system of non-linear equations that arise in unsteady Navier-Stokes 
solvers at each time step. 
Unlike the Newton's method which attempts to drive the error in the 
solution at each and every node down to zero, the GMRES algorithm only seeks 
to minimize the L2 norm of the error. In the GMRES algorithm the changes in the 
flow properties from one time step to the next are assumed to be the sum of a set 
of orthogonal vectors. By choosing the number of vectors to a reasonably small 
value N (between 5 and 20) the work required for advancing the solution from 
one time step to the next may be kept to (N+ 1) times that of a. non-iterative 
scheme. Many of the operations required by the GMRES algorithm such as 
matrix-vector multiplies, matrix additions and subtractions can all be vectorized 
and parallelized efficiently. 
Progress During the Reporting period 
During the reporting period, the following tasks were completed: 
a) Addjtjon of GMRES salyer to an exjstjng code 
The GMRES solver was added to an existing time-accurate 2-D ADI 
Navier-Stokes code, which optionally utilizes Newton iteration to ensure accuracy 
at each time step. The GMRES solver was coded such that it can solve both 
time accurate and steady state flow problems. The numerical and mathematical 
formulation is given in Appendix A. In order to validate the solver and gain 
experience, it was applied to a variety of steady cases before being used for 
unsteady calculations. 
b) Steady Calculations 
The GMRES code was tested on several subsonic and transonic, viscous 
and inviscid cases. 
The first case was an inviscid subsonic problem. The airfoil was a NACA 
0012 section at a 2 degree angle of attack. The freestream Mach number was 
0.63. Figure 1 shows the L2 norm of the residual plotted against the CPU time 
used. For a given level of convergence, GMRES (with N=1 0) required only 50°/o 
of the CPU time that the original ADI solver used. Figure 2 shows the C1 histories 
of the two solvers. It may be seen that the GMRES solver does not oscillate 
nearly as much about the final result as does the ADI solver. 
The second case was more challenging. In this calculation, a NACA 0012 
airfoil is in an inviscid, transonic (M = 0.8) flow at a 1.25 degree an~Jie of attack. 
This probiE~m was chosen to evaluate the ability of the GMRES solver to capture 
strong shock waves. Figures 3 and 4 give the residual and lift coefficient history 
comparisons between the original ~DI solver and the GMRES (N=40) code. 
Again, the~ GMRES (N=40) solver requires only 50-55o/o of the CPU time 
necessary for the ADI code. Also, the lift coefficient converges much more 
rapidly. 
The interesting part of this proble~m was in choosing ttle number of 
GMRES directions to use. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the global residuals 
for runs where the number of conjugate directions N was varied. Notice how the 
N=1 0 and N=20 runs converge very quickly initially, but completely stall after a 
certain level of residual is attained. Only the N=40 run gave a reasonably low 
residual before stalling at a global residual of 1 o-8. A run with N=80 proved that 
there was a limit to the speedup and accuracy obtainable before the cost of the 
GMRES r()utine outweighed the benefits. Figure 6 shows the C1 histories of 
these runs. Note the inaccurate results from the N=1 0 and N=20 runs. This 
shows that the GMRES scheme with very few directions can actually perform 
worse than a non-iterative ADI method. However, the 40 direction run locks on to 
the final C1 result very quickly. Figure 7 is the correlation between the lift 
coefficient and the global residual for the 40 direction run. From this graph, it 
appears that a residual of 1 o-7 or less is necessary to get accurate lift valuesfrom 
GMRES for an inviscid case. 
The last steady case was a NACA 0012 airfoil at a 5 de~~ree angle of 
attack. This was a viscous run, with a Reynolds number of 3,450,000. This case 
compared N=1 0 with N=40. Figure 8 shows the residual historios of the two 
runs. This plot shows that, up to the point where it stalls out N=1 0 run takes 67°/o 
of the CPU time compared to a N=40 run. Figure 9 shows the C1 histories. Both 
solvers reach the same lift coefficient, with the two solvers taking about the same 
CPU time to reach a steady lift. Comparison of Figures 8 and 9 indicates that a 
residual of 1 o-8 is necessary for the lift coef'ficient to stabilize. This is the only 
steady viscous run performed, so it may not be a good rule of thumb. The Cp 
distribution on the airfoil is compared to the original ADI result in Figure 10. 
Excellent agreement was obtained. 
c) Unsteady Calculations 
Two cases were studied using the time-accurate GMRES method: a 
plunging NACA 64-A01 0 airfoil in inviscid transonic flow, and a pitching NACA 
0012 airfoil in subsonic flow. 
The first case to be studied was a sinusoidally plunging NACA 64-A01 0 
airfoil in transonic flow, previously studied by Yoshihara and Magnus, and by 
Steger. The freestream Mach number was 0.8, and the reduced frequency was 
0.2. This case was run in the Euler (inviscid) mode. 
At first, a time step 20 times that of the original ADI scherne was used. 
The lift coefficients correlated well for both 1 0 and 20 directions compared to the 
AD! solver. Problems became apparent when the moment coefficients were 
plotted. The GMRES (20/20) [# of directions/time step multiplier] run gave the 
correct magnitude of the Cm, but the phase was shifted by 30 degrees. The 
1 0/20 run gave even worse results: the magnitude was extremely bad, and the 
phase shift was also large. Figures 11 and 12 show the lift and moment 
coefficient histories for these runs. 
At this point, reducing the time step was tried. Since a time factor of 20 
meant that one GMRES step corresponds to 3.5 degrees of phase angle, it was 
thought that a smaller time step would help resolve the shock motion. A GMRES 
(1 0/1 0) run gave much better results for the phase of the rnoment, but 
overpredicted the magnitude. When a GMI~ES (5/5) run was tried, it was found 
that 5 directions were not enough to ensure stability, and the solver blew up. 
The next run was a GMRES (5:5/1 0) (two 5 direction iterations per step 
with 10 times the ADI time step). This run was performed to see if the 
nonlinearities of the transonic flow could be causing some of the difficulties (in 
other words, trying to let the GMRES have a chance to correct itself). rhis is 
apparently not the case, as the results for the (1 0/1 0) and (5:5/1 0) nJn are almost 
identical. Figures 13 and 14 compare these results with the AD! and the GMRES 
(20/20) results. 
To tE!St finally whether the time step was too large, a GMRES (1 0/5) run 
was performed. Note that this run takes twice as long as the original ADI code. 
The results were greatly improved over the previous calculations. Figures 15 and 
16 give the lift and moment coefficients results. From these runs, it is seen that a 
time step of 5 times the ADI step is small enough to capture the physics of the 
flow, while a time step 1 0 times as large is not. 
From the above studies, it appears that a time step which is very large can 
give very poor results, particularly for unsteady transonic applications, where the 
pitching moments are governed by shock speeds and shock locations. A very 
large time step, which requires the shock to traverse several mesh widths can 
give incorrect shock speeds and shock locations, even when a tE~mporally and 
spatially conservative scheme is used. 
The above difficulty in using large time steps relative to an ADI method 
may, however, be peculiar only to inviscid transonic calculations. In viscous 
flows, the time steps for the ADI scheme are small. Even when a time step 20 to 
40 tin1es that of an ADI scheme is used, the shock is not likely traverse more 
than one or two streamwise cells per time step. Thus, the GMRES method may 
give good results in unsteady transonic, viscous flows, and permit use of very 
large time steps relative to an ADI scheme. This hypothesis remains to be tested 
using an unsteady transonic viscous flow case. 
The dynamic stall of a NACA 0012 airfoil was the last case studied to 
evaluate the time-accurate GMRES method. The airfoil was pitched about the 
quarter chord point from 5 degrees to 25 degrees, at a reduced frequency of 
0.151. Freestream Mach number is 0.283, and Reynolds number is 3,450,000. 
Many runs were performed on this case to evaluate the effects of changing the 
time step and the number of directions. 
A tin1e step 20 times that of the original ADI scheme was tried initially. To 
get a comparison, 20 directions were run (20/20). Note that this takes slightly 
longer than the original ADI code to run, mainly due to a 20x20 matrix inversion 
required by the algorithm. Figures 17,18 and 19 compare the GMRES results 
with the experiment. Figure 20 shows the L2 norm residual variation with time for 
the GMRES (20/20) run. The 20/20 run is seen to give good qualitative 
agreement with the experiments. For this reason, the GMRES (20/20) run was 
chosen as the baseline for the later runs. 
The next series of runs were performed to see what sort of speedups were 
likely from GMRES. For this set, a time step of 20 times the ADI time step was 
used (i.e., GMRES (x/20)). The number of directions were set at 10 and 5. 
Results for lift, moment, and residual are shown in Figures 21, 22, and 23. 
These are plotted against time as it is easier to judge results in this way. The 
output shows that GMRES (1 0/20) is very nearly as good as (20/20), while 
accuracy falls off in the (5/20) run. 
I 
The last series of runs were done to see the effect of the tin1e step on the 
GMRES solver. From the results of the last series, GMRES (x/2x) was chosen 
(number of directions equal to half of the time step factor). ·These results are 
shown in Figures 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29. The· results were split into two 
groups to keep the graphs legible. From these graphs, it can be seen that there 
is a tradeoff between accuracy of the GMRES iteration (which goes up with 
number of directions) and the time step necessary to resolve flow phenomena. 
From this series of runs, it appears that a time factor of 20 is the best choice in 
this case. 
Multigrid Unsteady Runs: 
The GMRES algorithm requires storage of the conjugate correction 
vectors at every time step. For a N direction scheme, 4 N additional words must 
be stored per node. The amount of storage can be reduced if some of the 
correction vectors are computed and stored on a coarse grid, and only the rest of 
the vectors are stored on a fine grid. This requires a multi-grid method, where the 
original non-linear system of equations on a fine grid are transferred to a coarse 
grid in the "Full Approximation Scheme (FAS)" sense. 
Two algorithms were tried: a Fine-Coarse pattern, and a Fine-Coarse-
Fine pattern. In Figures 30, 31, and 32, a (20/20) run is compared to: a normal, 
fine-grid-only (1 0/20) run, a F-C (1 0/20) run (1 0 directions on both fine and 
coarse grids), and a F-C-F (5:5/20) run (5 fine, then 5 coarse, then 5 more fine). 
No gain due to multigrid is apparent; in fact, the multigrid solver made the 
GMRES solver less stable, and both multigrid runs blew up halfway around the 
cycle. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The GMRES algorithm has been implemented in an existing unsteady 2-D 
compressible Navier-Stokes solver. Encouraging prel iminary results for steady 
and unsteady, viscous and inviscid calculations have been obtained. Our 
attempts to reduce the memory requirements of the GMRES scheme through 
multigrid techniques have not been successful to date. 
The above results, and additional dynamic stall calculations on a fine grid, 
will be presented at the forthcoming AIAA Aerospace Sciences Conference in 
Reno, Nevada, in January 1992. 
Appendix A 
Mathematical and Numerical Formulation 
Underlying Newton Based Formulation 
For the sake of simplicity, the Newton iteration time marching scheme is 
discussed here for the 2-D compressible Navier-Stokes equations on a Cartesian 
coordinate system. The scheme is , however, applicable to 3-D flows on 
curvilinear body-fitted coordinate systems. 
The governing equations may be written formally as: 
(1) 
Here q is the vector containing the flow properties such as density, u- and -v- momentum per unit volume, and total energy per unit volume. The terms F -and G repre~sent the transport of mass, momentum, and energy by convection, - -and also include pressure effects. The terms R and S represent viscous stress 
effects, heat conduction, and the friction-generated heat. 
The objective of the calculation is to determine qat a timH level 'n+ 1' 
given the values of qat a previous time levetl 'n'. On a stretched Cartesian grid, 
at a typical node (i,j), this equation may be discretized as: 
The above discretization is first order accurate in time if 'm' is set to zero 
or one, and second order accurate if 'm' is set to 1/2. The operators 3x and Oy 
represent second order accurate or fourth order accurate spatial differences. 
The terms F and G are numerical fluxes that differ from .the physical fluxes F and 
G in that they incorporate artificial viscosity terms, or changes to F and G needed 
to make the scheme upwinded. In the present studies, which primarily deal with 
subsonic and transonic applications, the numerical viscosity model proposed by 
Jameson, Turkel, and Schmidt and modifjed by Swanson and Turkel is used 
[Ref. 15]. 
In the past, equation set (2) was solved by non-iterative time marching 
schemes (e.g., Ref. 1 0}. 
A variant of the non-iterative time marching schemes is an iterative time 
marching scheme. Several researchers have used Newton-iteration schemes in 
steady and unsteady Navier-Stokes calculations [e.g., Ref. 16]. In this approach, 
a sequencE3 of sub-iterations (k = 0,1,2, ... ) are used within each time step. 
Equation (2) is rewritten as follows: 
The terms F, G, R, and S at time-iteration level (n+m,k) are expanded 
about their values at the time level 'n+m' and at the previous iteration level 'k-1 '. 
This leads to a system of coupled, linear equations for the changes in q between 
two successive iterations: 
[M]{~q} = {R} (4) 
where 
.6.q = qn+1,k ··qn+1,kl (5) 
and {R} is the residual: 
( 
n+1,k-1 n\ 
qi,j -<ll,~ + ~pn+m,k-1 +OyGn+m,k-1 = OxRn+m,k-1 +OySn+m,k-1 
.6.t (6) 
The objective of the Newton iteration scheme is to solve equation set (3) 
by repeated application of equation set (4). The matrix [M] is a banded 5- or 9-
diagonal matrix whose individual elements are 4x4 matrices. This matrix is 
usually approximately factored into tri-diagonal matrices and invert«3d. Equation 
set (~) is solved until the residual R is drivon to zero. In a full Newton iteration 
scheme, the elements of the coefficient matrix will be recomputed every iteration, 
based on qn+1,k-l. When R approaches zero, equation (2) is exactly satisfied. · 
The advantage of a Newton iteration scheme, particularly in the context of 
approximate factorizati~n schemes, is that the errors associated with the 
factorization method can be reduced or removed. That is, as .6.q goes to zero, 
the errors associated with the approximate factorization of [M] do not affect the 
solution. By specifying a convergence criteria for .6.q, one can also ensure that 
equation set (2) is satisfied at every time step to within a user-specified tolerance. 
The disadvantage of the above type of Newton iteration schemes is that each 
Newton iteration requires approximately the same amount of CPU time as a 
single step using a non-iterative time marching scheme. To be cost-effective, a 
Newton-iteration based scheme that uses, say, 5 iterations per time step should 
use a CFL number that is, on the average, 5 times larger than the CFL number 
associated with a non-iterative scheme. 
GMRES Formulation 
The objective of the GMRES method is to accelerate the convergence rate 
of the existing Newton iterative solver. 
In each Newton iteration, the Newt()n solver takes an approximation to the 
correct solution and uses it to obtain an improved approximate solution: 
({'+ l,k = A(qn+ l,k-l) (7) 
where q'+l,lc is the vector containing the all of the flow properties at the 'n+ 1' time 
level and the new ('k') iteration level. This vector is, in 2-D, (4 x imax x jmax) 
long. 
The solution is converged when 
q'+l,k = qn+l,k-l 
(8) 
or 
qn+l,k-1 _ A(qn+l,k-l) =a 
(9) 
GMRES solves the system of linear equations: 
(1 0) 
by minimizing the L2 norm of the residual F. The original Newton iterative 
scheme is used to evaluate F given a value ofq. 
In order to accomplish this, GMRES computes J orthonorn1al search 
directions and finds the gradient of the residual in each direction. With this, a 
least squares problem is solved to minimize the residual in the Krylov subspace 
defined by the J orthonormal direction vectors. 
The GMRES algorithm works as follows: 
First, the initial direction is computed by the Newton solver from the initial 
· guess for qat the 'n+1' time level: 
(11) 









Ftii d)= F{ijted)- F(q) 
E . (15) 
Here, e is taken to .be some small number. 
-
The new direction dj+l is normalized before the next direction is computed: 
(16) 
After the search directions are known, the solution vector is updated using 
(17) 
where the coefficients aj are chosen to minimize: 
One of the most important features of the GMRES method is its portability 
between existing flow solvers. In this formulation, the original Newton solver is 
used only to evaluate the residual F, and does not directly affect the correction 
applied to the flow variables. Therefore j this procedure is applicable to any 
iterative flow solver that can compute F for any given q and send it to the 
GMRES routine. This is a significant advantage over other methods such as 
multigrid analyses which are closely tied to the flow solver. 
GMRES has similar advantages and disadvantages as the Newton 
scheme over the original ADI code. For one step using 'J' directions, GMRES 
calls the Newton solver J+ 1 times, and also must invert a full JxJ matrix. Thus, to 
gain an improvement in CPU time, the time step must be at least a factor of J+ 1 
times larger than the original ADI time step. 
The major disadvantage that GMHES has compared to the Newton 
scheme is the required memory. Each direction is equivalent to storing the entire 
flow field, and GMRES requires that all J directions be stored as well as the last F 
derivative. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This research project deals with the development of efficient iterative 
solution methods for the numerical solution of two- and three-dimensional 
compressible Navier-Stokes equations. The work during the present research 
period (August 14, 1991 - February 13, 1992) completes the two-dimensional 
applications, and begins the investigation of three-dimensional flow problems. 
Iterative time marching methods have several advantages over classical 
multi-step explicit time marching schemes, and non-iterative implicit time 
marching schemes. Iterative schemes have better stability characteristics than 
non-iterative explicit and implicit schemes. Thus, the extra work required by 
iterative schemes per time step per node may usually be offset by the use of a 
larger time step. Iterative schemes can also be designed to perform efficiently 
on current and future generation scalable, massively parallel machines. 
An obvious candidate for iteratively solving the system of coupled non-
linear algebraic equations arising in CFD applications is the Newton method. 
Many investigators have implemented Newton's method in existing finite 
difference and finite volume methods. Depending on the complexity of the 
problem, the number of Newton iterati·ons needed per step to solve the 
discretized system of equations can, however, vary dramatically from a few (3 to 
5) to several hundred. 
In this work, another popular approach based on the classical conjugate 
gradient method, known as the GMRES (Generalized Minimum Residual) 
algorithm is investigated . The GMRES algorithm has been used in the past by 
a number of researchers for solving steady viscous and inviscid flow problems 
with considerable success. Here, we investigate the suitability of this algorithm 
for solving the system of non-linear equations that arise in unsteady Navier-
Stokes solvers at each time step. 
Unlike the Newton's method which attempts to drive the error in the 
solution at each and every node down to zero, the GMRES algorithm only seeks 
to minimize the L2 norm of the error. In the GMRES algorithn1 tl1e changes in 
the flow properties from one time step to the next are assumed to be the sum of 
a set of orthogonal vectors. By choosing the number of vectors to a reasonably 
small value N (between 5 and 20) the work required for advancing the solution 
from one time step to the next may be kept to (N+ 1) times that of a non-iterative 
scheme. Many of the operations required by the GMRES algorithm such as 
matrix-vector multiplies, matrix additions and subtractions can all be vectorized 
and parallelized efficiently. 
The dynamic stall of a NACA 0012 airfoil is the test case used to evaluate 
the various two dimensional time-accurate GMRES methods. The airfoil is 
pitched about the quarter chord point from 5 degrees to 25 degrees, at a 
reduced frequency of 0.151. The freestream Mach number is 0.283, and the 
Reynolds number is 3,450,000. 
Progress During the Reporting perio.d 
In January 1992, a paper concerning the two dimensional aspects of this 
work was presented at the Reno AIAA conference. A copy of that paper (AIAA 
Paper 92-0422) is enclosed with this report. 
During the reporting period, the following tasks were compiHted: 
a) Evaluation of 'Restart' GMRES for unsteady problems 
A Newton iteration was added over the GMRES solver in order to reduce 
the number of directions (and hence, memory) needed for a ~Jiven level of 
accuracy. Instead of a single 10 direction iteration at each tin1e step, two five 
direction GMRES iterations were performed, with the first iteration providing an 
initial guess for the second. This cut the memory required for the GMRES 
routine in half, and the solution obtained was equal in accuracy to the single 
iteration computation. The only drawback is the increased CPU tirne necessary 
for the second GMRES matrix inversion. 
Figure 1 shows the lift coefficient plotted as a function of tirne. The time 
step used is 20 times larger than the time step used in the original ADI non-
iterative solver. It is seen that the five dirHction 'restart' GMRES (5:5/20) gives 
almost identical results to the ten directio.n single iteration GMRES (1 0/20). 
Figure 2 shows the L2 norm of the global residual for these two computations. 
The 'restart' GMRES residual is much less 'noisy' than that of the single 
iteration. It is thought that this is due to the ability of the 'restart' solver to 
recover ·from a bad initial guess. 
b) 'Dynamic Restart' GMBES solver 
As Figure 2 shows, the residual of the restart solver varies with the nature 
of the flow field about the airfoiL When the flow is smooth and attached (on the 
upstroke), the residual is much lower than during the separated flow regime on 
the downstroke. It was noticed that the 5/20 single iteration solver gave 
identical lift and moment results to the 5:5/20 restart solver durin~J the attached 
portion of the cycle. Therefore, an attempt was made to let the solver skip the 
second GMBES iteration if the residual was below a user-input value. 
A value for the residual tolerance of 5 x 1 o-7 was tried, and this reduced 
CPU time by 30°/o from the previous 5:5/20 run. Figure 3 shows the lift 
coefficient results, and Figure 4 shows the global residuals. 
c) Multigrid Steady and Unsteady Calcula~ 
When a sample set of directions employed by the GMRES solver were 
plotted, it was seen that the initial directions are smooth (low frequency error), 
with .the higher directions (above about five) becoming more and more jagged 
(high frequency error). Also, the initial directions are weighted much more 
heavily in the GMBES solution than the higher ones. In order to drive the low 
·frequency errors to zero more rapidly, a rnultigrid 'Full Approximation Scheme 
(FAS)' was implemented. 
The algorithm employed was a sawtooth pattern, with one lt3vel of coarse 
grid (fine-coarse-fine). With five directions in each iteration, this has the effect of 
putting a coarse grid evaluation into the 'restart' code. 
Two steady calculations were made to validate the multigr.id solver. The 
first was a transonic (M = 0.8), inviscid flow about a NACA 0012 airfoil at a 1.25 
degree angle of attack. Figure 5 compares the 5 direction multigrid solver's 
global residuals to those of the original" ADI code and a 4o direction fine grid 
only GMRES solver. The multigrid solver is two times faster than the fine grid 
only GMRES solver, and requires 1/8 of thH memory. 
Figure 6 shows the results of a Navier-Stokes computation for the 
subsonic ·flow about a NACA 0012 airfoil at a 'five degree angle of attack. In this 
calculation, the 'freestream Mach nun1ber is 0.283, and the Reynolds nurnber is 
3,450,000. Again, a significant speedup is obtained while using a 'fraction of the 
men1ory. 
At this point, the multigrid solver was implemented on the unsteady 
dynamic stall problem. Five directions were used, and the results compared to 
the results from the five direction restart solver. Since the same number of fine 
grid evaluations are performed, this shows the effect of the coarse grid 
evaluation on the solution. Results for the lift_ coefficient are given in Figure 7, 
and the global residual in Figure 8. It is seen that the residual is consistently 
lower only during the attached flow portion of the cycle, when the residual was 
already IOV\t. Since the multigrid solver didn't appear to have a positive effect on . 
the residual during the separated flow portion of the cycle, it was felt that the 
CPU costs of the multigrid solver outweighE3d the benefits. 
d) Improved formulation of the least sguarE~s matrix 
At the end of the two dimensional work, an improved formulation of the 
least squares matrix was implemented in the GMRES routine. Details of the 
derivation are given in Appendix A. This formulation eliminates thE! dot products 
that were originally necessary to construct the least squares matrix, and 
reduced CPU time by 15o/o in a 10 direction GMRES calculation. 
e) Three dimensional calculations 
The GMRES solver was implemented on an existing 3-D Navier-Stokes 
wing code. A~ inviscid steady computation on a rectangular NACA 0012 wing 
was performed as an initial validation. Results for the global residual are 
plotted against the number of function evaluations required in Figure 9, and the 
lift coefficient history of ttl is computation is ~~iven in Figure 1 0. 
The GMRES solver is also being validated on steady and unsteady 
computations for the flow about an F-5 wing. Preliminary results have been 
obtained at this time. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The two dimensional GMRES solver has provided a factor of two 
speedup for unsteady viscous dynamic stall calculations. An attempt at 
increasing accuracy by using a multigrid method in unsteady calculations was 
not very successful. Preliminary three-dirnensional work has been performed, 
and initial results are encouraging. 
Appendix A 
Updated GMRES Formulation with New Least Sguares Matrix 
The J direction vectors are found as follows: 
First, the initial direction is computed as 
d1 = M(qn+1,k) (A 1) 
and normalized as 
(A2) 
To compute the remaining search directions U=1 ,2, .. ,J-1 ), take 
j 





-- - M(q +Ed)- M(q) 
M(q; d)= 
E (AS) 
Here, e is taken to be some small number. In this work, e is taken to be 0.001. 
-The new direction dj+ 1 is normalized before the next direction is computed: 
bt+ 1,j = II Jj+ 11! 
' (A6) 
and 
- d· 1 
dj+l =-L 
~1 · (A7) ,J. 
After obtaining the search directions, the solution vector is updated using 
J -qn+1,k+1 = qn+1,k +I, ajdj 
j=1 (AS) 
where the coefficients ai are chosen to minimize: 
J - 2 II M(qn+1,k+1)112 = M(qn+1,k + L ajdj) 
j=1 
J 2 
_ M(qn+1,k) +I, ajM(qn+1,k; dj) 
j=1 (A9) 
This equation is minimized as follows: 
Let Dj be the matrix of directions {d1 , d2, d 3 , ... , dj}· Also, let Fj be the matrix of 
directional derivatives given as {M1 , M2, M 3 , ... , Mj}, where: · 
Mj = M(qn+1,k; di). 
Then Eq. (A3) may be rewritten in matrix form as: 
Here, B is the (J+ 1) x (J) matrix: 
B-
(A12) 
b1,1 b1,2 b1,3 
b2, 1 bu b2,3 
0 b3;2 b3,3 
0 
0 




b1,J-2 b1,J-1 b1,J 
~,J-2 ~,j-1 b2,j 
bJ,J-2 b3,J-1 b3,J 
bJ-1,J-2 bJ-l,J-1 bJ-l,J 
0 bJ,J-1 bj,J 
0 0 bJ+1,J 
Note that at this point, bJ+ 1 ,J is not yet known. Saad and Schultz give the 
following formula for evaluating this term without another function evaluation: 
j 
b2 =II M(qn+1,k; d >112- Lb. 2 .J+1,J · J 1,J 
i=1 (A13) 
At this point, Eq. (A9) is rewritten: 
J 2 
M(qn+1,k) + L a.M(qn+1,k; d.) 
J J 
j=1 
=II M(qn+1,k) +MjAII2 
(A14) 
where A is the vector {a1 I a2 1 a 3 I ···~ aj}T. ·Then, using the definition of the first 
direction and Eq. (A 11 ), Eq. (A 14) becomes: 
II M(qn+1,k) +MjAII
2 
= //~/dllldl +MiA)W 
= II (II d 111 d 1 + D j+ 1 B A) 11
2 
= llnj+1~/ct1 lle +BA)II2 
= 1Wict1lle +BA)//
2 
where e is the first column of the (JxJ) identity matrix. 
(3.23) 
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Figure 1: Restart GMRES and Single Iteration GMRES 
Results for a NACA 0012 Airfoil in Dynamic Stall 
(M = 0.283; k = 0.151; Re = 3,450,000) 
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Figure 3: Dynamic Restart GMRES and Restart Gl\1RES 
Results for a NACA 0012 Airfoil in Dynamic Stall 
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Figure 7: Comparison of Unsteady Multigtid Results 
for a NACA 0012 Airfoil in Dynamic Stall 
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Figure 8: Comparison of Unsteady Multigrid Results 
for a NACA 0012 Airfoil in Dynamic Stall 
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Abstract 
A generalized minimum residual scheme 
(GMRESt previously developed for solving 
nonlinear and linear systems of equations, has 
been applied to the numerical solution of 2-D 
unsteady compressible flows. It is found that 
the use of GMRES significantly increases the 
time step that may be used, compared to non-
iterative implicit schemes. The feasibility of 
reducing the memory requirements of the 
GMRES scheme using a multigrid strategy has 
also been explored. Several sample steady 
and unsteady viscous flow applications are 
presented. 
Introduction 
During the past two decades, there has been 
significant progress in the field of numerical 
simulation of unsteady compressible viscous 
flows. At present, a variety of solution 
techniques exist such as the transonic small 
disturbance analyses (TSD) 1..2.3, transonic full 
potential equation-based methods-',5,6, 
unsteady Euler solvers7·8, and unsteady 
Navier-Stokes solvers9•10·11•12. These advances 
have been made possible by developments in 
three areas: (1) Improved numerical 
algorithms, (2) Automation of body-fitted grid 
generation schemes, and (3) Advanced 
computer architectures with vector processing 
and massively parallel processing features. 
• Graduate Research Assistant, School of 
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•• Professor , School of Aerospace 
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Despite these advances, nume-rical 
simulation of unsteady viscous flows still 
remains a computationally intensive problem, 
even in two dimensions. For example, the 
problem of dynamic stall of an oscillating 
NACA 0012 airfoil using state of the art 
alternating. direction implicit (ADI) 
procedures presently require between 10,000 
and 20,000 time steps per cycle of oscillation at 
low reduced frequencies when the viscous flow 
region is sufficiently resolved 9• In three 
dimensions, unsteady Navier-Stokes 
simulations of a helicopter rotor blade in 
forward flight requires over 30,000 time steps 
or more for a full revolution of the rotor10. In 
other unsteady flows, such as the high angle of 
attack flow past fighter aircraft configurations, 
a systematic parametric study of the flow is 
presently not practical due to the very large 
CPU time needed for the simulations13• Thus, 
it is clear that significant improvements to the 
existing algorithms, or dramatic 
improvements in computer architectures will 
be needed, before unsteady viscous flow 
analyses become practical day-to-day 
engineering tools. 
One scheme that has been of recent interest 
is the Generalized Minimal RESidual 
(GMRES) method originally proposed by Saad 
and Schultz14 • This procedure uses a 
conjugate gradient-like method to accelerate 
the convergence of existing flow solvers. 
GMRES was added to existing steady flow 
solvers by Wigton, Yu, and Young15, and to an 
unstructured grid flow solver by 
Venkatakrishnan and Mavriplis16. Saad has 
also used a Krylov subspace projection 
method on a steady, incompressible Navier-
Stokes problem and an unsteady one 
dimensional wave propagation equation 17. To 
our knowledge, GMRES has not been applied 
to multi-dimensional unsteady compressible 
flow problems. 
In this paper, the GMRES scheme has been 
considered as a candidate for acceleration of a 
Newton iteration time marching scheme for 
unsteady 2-D compressible viscous flow 
calculation; this has provided significant 
reductions in the computer time requirements 
over the existing class of explicit and implicit 
time marching schemes. The proposed 
method has been tested on structured grids, 
but is flexible enough for extension to 
unstructured grids. The described scheme 
has been tested only on the current 
generation of vector processor architectures of 
the Cray Y /MP class, but should be suitable 
for adaptation to massively parallel machines. 
Mathematical and Numerical 
Formulation 
Underlying Newton Based Formulation 
A starting point for the GMRES method is an 
existing flow solver. The Newton iteration 
time marching scheme has been used for the 
2-D compressible Navier-Stokes equations on 
a curvilinear coordinate system. The Newton 
scheme and the combined Newton/GMRES 
scheme is , however, applicable to 3-D flows on 
curvilinear body-fitted coordinate systems. 
The governing equations may be written 
formally as: 
Here q is the vector containing the flow 
properties such as density, u- and v-
momentum per unit volume, and total energy 
per unit volume. The terms F and G represent 
the transport of mass, momentum, and energy 
by convection, and also include pressure 
effects. The terms R and S represent viscous 
stress effects, heat conduction, and the 
friction-generated heat. 
For simplicity, the algorithm is described for 
the Cartesian form shown above (Eq. (1)). 
The objective of the calculation is to 
determine q at a time level 'n-t-1' given the 
values of qat a previous time level 'n'. On a 
stretched Cartesian grid, at a typical node (i,j), 
this equation may be discretized as: 
(qr,j1 -qCi} 
~t 
+ o.Fn•m + 5ycn•m 
= OxRMm + Sysn•m (2) 
The above discretization is first order accurate 
in time if 'm' is set to zero or one, and second 
order accurate if 'm' is set to 1/2. The 
operators a. and ay represent second order 
accurate or fourth order accurate spatial 
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differences. The terms F and G are numerical 
fluxes that differ from the physical fluxes F 
and G in that they incorporate artificial 
viscosity terms, or changes to F and G needed 
to make the scheme upwinded. In the present 
studies, which primarily deal with subsonic 
and transonic applications, the numerical 
viscosity model proposed by Jameson, Turkel, 
and Schmidt and modified by Swanson and 
Turkel is used15 • 
In the past, equation set (2) was solved by non-
iterative time marching schemes 10. 
A variant of the non-iterative time marching 
schemes is an iterative time marching 
scheme. Several ·researchers have used 
Newton-iteration schemes in steady and 
unsteady Navier-Stokes calculations16• In this 
approach, a sequence of sub-iterations (k = 
0,1,2, ... ) are used within each time step. 
Equation (2) is rewritten as follows: 
~t 
+ SxFn•m.k + Sycn•n'.k 
= a.Rn•m.k + Sysn•r.n.k (3) 
The terms F, G, R, and S at time-iteration level 
(n+m,k) are expanded about their values at 
the time level 'n+m" and at the previous 
iteration level 'k-1'. This leads to a system of 
coupled, linear equations for the changes in q 
between two successive iterations: 
[M]{~q} = {R} (4) 
where 
(5) 
and {R} is the residual: 
{R}= 
(qn:t-1.k-1 -qn·) I,J t,J 
~t 
_ Oxp•m.k-1 _ SyGn+nV-·1 
+ a.Rn•m.k-1 + 5ysn•m.k-1 (6) 
The objective of the Newton iteration scheme 
is to solve equation set (3) by repeated 
application of equation set (4). The matrix [M] 
is a banded 5- or 9- diagonal matrix whose 
individual elements are 4x4 matrices. This 
matrix is usually approximately factored into 
tri-diagonal matrices and inverted. Equation 
set (4) is solved until the residual R is driven to 
zero. In a full Newton iteration scheme, the 
elements of the coefficient matrix will be 
recomputed every iteration, based on qn•I,k-1• 
When {R} approaches zero, equation (2) is 
exactly satisfied. 
The advantage of a Newton iteration scheme, 
particularly in the context of approximate 
factorization schemes, is that the errors 
associated with the factorization method can 
be reduced or removed. That is, as 6q goes to 
zero, the errors associated with the 
approximate factorization of [M] do not affect 
the solution. By specifying a convergence 
criteria for 6q, one can also ensure that 
equation set (2) is satisfied at every time step 
to within a user-specified tolerance. The 
disadvantage of the above type of Newton 
iteration schemes is that each Newton 
iteration requires approximately the . same 
amount of CPU time as a single step using a 
non-iterative time marching scheme. To be 
cost-effective, a Newton-iteration based 
scheme that uses, say, 5 iterations per time 
step should use a CFL number that is, on the 
average, 5 times larger than the CFL number 
associated with a non-iterative scheme. 
GMRES Formulation 
The Newton formulation given above may be 
expressed in this way: 
(7) 
In words, given a guess for qn+ 1,k, the Newton 
solver returns a (hopefully) better 
approximation q n+1,k+ 1 to the correct 
solution. When the solution has converged 
(i.e., qn+ 1,k = qn+ 1,k+ 1 ), then: 
qn+l,k _ F(qn+l.k) = 
M( qn+l.k) = 0 (8) 
The GMRES solver uses the original Newton 
solver as a function evaluator Ci:e., given a set 
. of input flow properties, the Newton solver 
sends back an updated set of flow properties), 
and computes the set of flow properties that 
will satisfy Eq. (8) at each time step. 
It should be noted that the GMRES scheme 
only uses the original flow solver as a 'black 
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box' to determine the effect c•f changing the 
input flow properties on the residual M. 
Because of this, the GMRES solver is very 
portable, and can easily be implemented in a 
wide variety of codes regardless of the original 
code's solution procedure (as long as a 
residual for Eq. (8) can be defined). This is a 
major advantage of the CMRES acceleration 
method over schemes which arre tied closely to 
the details of the algorithm (e.g., multigrid 
methods). 
Let 6q be the change in q between successive 
Newton iterations (i.e., qn•I,k+I .. q n+l.k). 
The GMRES solver starts by assuming that the 
6q required to set the residual given by Eq. (8) 
to zero lies in the vector space made of a set of 
orthonormal direction vectors. In a two 
dimensional flow problem, there are a total of 
4 x imax x kmax possible direction vectors (i.e., 
changing one variable at one point is a 
direction; changing another variable at the 
same point is another direction orthogonal to 
the first.). In a T direction GMRES iteration, 
the (4 x imax x kmax) dimension space of 
orthogonal direction vectors is collapsed down 
to a (j) dimension space. In this problem, this 
results in computing a J dimensional space 
instead of a 25,748 dimensional space (for 
imax = 157 and kmax = 41 and J < 20). 
Once the directions are defined, the slope of 
the residual in each direction is calculated by 
moving a small distance in this direction from 
the starting point and solving for the residual 
vector, then subtracting the result from the 
residual vector from the starting point and 
dividing by the distance. From here, a least 
squares problem is solved to reduce the 
residual as much as possible by using a linear 
combination of the directions. 
Obviously, the success and speed of the 
GMRES solution method depends greatly on 
the original flow solver's ability to help define 
useful direction vectors, and hence a subspace 
that contains many of the important error 
components. 
Closely following the development and 
notation given by Wigton, Yu, and Young1s, 
the J direction vectors are found as follows: 
First, the initial direction is computed as 
(9) 
and normalized as 
(10) 
where I I d I I is the dot product of the vector d 
with itself. 
To compute the remaining search directions 
(j=1,2, .. ,j-1), take 
where 
- - - j -d·+l = M(qn+l,k; d ·'- I, br d, 
J V L-l I (11) 
(12) 
and the derivative of the error in the jth 
direction is given as 
M(qn+l.k; d~ = -M(qn+l,k +Ed~. M(qn+l.k) 
£ • (13) 
Here, £ is taken to be some small number, and 
(b,d) is the dot product of the vectors band d. 
In this problem, £ = .001 was found to give 
good results, following a range of £ values 
attempted: .00001 < £ < .1. 
-The new direction dj+t is normalized before the 
next direction is computed: 
(14) 
After obtaining the search directions, the 
solution vector is updated using 
J -qn+l,lt+l = qn+l.k + I. a jdj 
j-1 (15) 




This least squares problem is solved using 
QR reduction., as discussed in the appendix. 
The work per time step is approximately equal 
to J+ 1 times a single Newton iteration, where J 
is the number of direction vectors used. 
Beyond this, there is a JxJ matrix inversion at 
each GMRES step, but this doesn't 
appreciably affect the time for J<20. Thus, 
compared to a non-iterative ADI scheme, this 
method is 0+1) times more~ expensive. 
Of course, the objective of using GMRES in 
this manner is to lower the overall 
computation time . for a given unsteady 
problem. By using the present approach, the 
time step only has to bt:! small enough to 
capture the physics of the flow (in other 
methods, e.g. non-iterative ADI schemes, the 
time step had to be small enough to keep 
factorization errors relatively small). The hope 
is that the number of GMRES directions 
necessary for a given level of accuracy will be 
significantly less than the larger time step that 
is allowed by making the procedure iterative 
(e.g., 10 directions of GMRES, each requiring 
one ADI step, with 20 times the original time 
step is roughly a 2x speedup). 
Results. 
All of the calculations presented here were 
done on an algebraic 157" 41 grid. All CPU 
times are from the NASA-Langley Cray Y /MP. 
Validation of GMRES code 
Two cases were run with GMRES to validate it 
against the original Newton code, applied as a 
non-iterative ADI solver. 
The first case was inviscid transonic flow 
(Mach number of 0.8) over a NACA 0012 airfoil 
at a 1.25 degree angle of attack.This problem 
was chosen to see the effects of shocks on the 
GMRES solver. Figures 1 and 2 give the 
residual and lift coc:!fficient history 
comparisons between the original ADI solver 
and the GMRES (40) code. The GMRES (40) 
solver requires only 50-55% of the CPU time 
necessary for the ADI code to reach a given 
level of convergence. Also, the lift coefficient 
converges much more rapidly. 
The interesting part of this problem was in 
choosing the number of GMRES directions to 
use. When less than 40 directions were 
employed, the residual would drop very 
quickly; then stall out and not decrease. A run 
of 80 directions showed that there was a limit 
to the speedup obtainable from using more 
directions. It is thought that the higher 
directions contain much more noise than the 
early ones, and thus degrade the solution. 
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the global 
residuals for various GMRES runs. 
One case was run with GMRES to validate it in 
the Navier-Stokes mode. The problem 
calculated was that of a NACA 0012 airfoil at a 
5 degree angle of attack at M = 0.283 and a 
Reynolds number of 3,450,000. 
Two GMRES runs were performed, with 10 and 
40 directions used. Residual and lift 
coefficient histories are given in Figures 4 and 
5, and the press\1re distribution is compared to 
the ADI result in Figure 6. Excellent 
agreement is shown between the solvers. Also, 
as in the inviscid case, an increase in the 
number of directions allows a further 
reduction in the ~norm of the residual. 
Unsteady FJow Analyses 
Once the code was validated, several 
preliminary 2-D unsteady calculations were 
performed using the GMRES solver to 
determine if significant savings in CPU time 
may be obtained compared to the original 
ADI scheme. 
In the following discussion, the term 'residual' 
refers to the left hand side of Eq. (8). This is a 
measure of the accuracy to which the 
discretized equation (RHS of Eq. (6)) is 
satisfied. 
The first test case evaluates the solver's ability 
to handle unsteady transonic flow. A plunging 
NACA 64A010 airfoil at a Mach number <M-> 
of 0.8 and a reduced frequency based on half 
chord of 0.2 is solved in the Euler mode. The 
plunging motion is defined by the equation 
Yt = -M_sin (1 ")sin (CIX). (17) 
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At first, a time step of 20 times the ADI time 
step was employed, but it became apparent 
that this was too large to resolve the shock 
motion properly. A · time step factor of 5_ was 
found to be small enough to adequately 
resolve the physics of the problem, but the 
GMRES was not stable using less than 10 
directions (100% increase in computer time). 
This illustrates the tradeoff between having 
the large time step necessary for effective 
speedup with GMRES and the small enough 
time step to accurately model the physics of 
the problem. This may be peculiar to inviscid 
flows where a relatively coarSE! grid will allow 
large time steps. 
The lift and pitching moment histories are 
plotted as a function of phase angle, rot, and 
are compared with the Euler calculations by 
Steger19 in Figures 7 and 8. 
Another case which was testt~d is a Navier-
Stokes calculation for a NACA 0012 airfoil in 
the deep dynamic stall condition. The Mach 
number is 0.283, the Reynolds number is 3.45 
million, and the reduced frequency is 0.151. 
The airfoil motion is defined by 
a= 15° -100cos (CIX). 08) 
A time step factor of 20 was tr1ed initially. To 
get a comparison with the original ADI code, 
20 directions were run (20 /20).. Note that this 
takes slightly longer than the original ADI 
code to run, mainly due to the matrix inversion 
during the GMRES calculation. Figures 9, 10, 
and 11 compare the GMRES results with 
experimental results by McAlister et al 20 • 
While the GMRES (20/20) code does not get 
quantitatively good results, the result follows 
the experiments qualitatively. Thus, the 
GMRES (20/20) run was chosen as a 
benchmark to compare later runs to. Figure 
12 gives the residual history of the GMRES 
(20/20) run. 
The next series of runs were performed to see 
what sort of speedups were likely from 
GMRES. For this set, a time step of 20 times 
the ADI time step was used (i".e., GMRES 
(x/20)). The number of directions were set at 
10 and 5. Results for lift, moment, and residual 
are shown in Figures 13, 14, and 15. These are 
plotted against time as it is easier to judge 
results in this way. The output shows that 
GMRES (10/20) is very nearly as good as 
(20/20), while accuracy falls off in the (5/20) 
run. 
The last series of runs were done to see the 
effect of the time step on the GMRES solver. 
From the results of the last series, GMRES 
(x/2x) was chosen (number of directions equal 
to half of the time step factor). These results 
are shown in Figures 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21. 
The results were split into two groups to keep 
the graphs legible. From these graphs, it can 
be seen that there is a tradeoff between 
accuracy of the GMRES iteration (which goes 
up · with number of directions) and the time 
step necessary to resolve flow phenomena. 
From this series of runs, it appears that a time 
factor of 20 is the best choice in this case. 
Another experiment was tried to reduce the 
amount of memory· required for the GMRES 
calculation. In this run, two Newton iterations 
per time step were done, and GMRES was 
applied during each Newton iteration (e.g., two 
5 direction GMRES iterations instead of one 10 
direction iteration per time step). The 
advantage was that the memory necessary for 
the GMRES iteration was cut in half. 
It was found that the 'restart' method worked 
better than the single step method for this 
case. The residual had much less 'noise' than 
before, and was lower. Figure 22 compares the 
residual histories of the two runs, while Fig. 23 
shows the lift coefficient histories. 
It was noticed that the number of directions 
needed for a given level of convergence was 
less in the portion of the cycle where the flow is 
attached. To take advantage of this, a 
switching mechanism based on residual was 
implemented in the restart solver. In this 
variant, the second GMRES iteration is not 
performed if the residual is below a user-
specified tolerance. This resulted in a 30% 
speedup over the original restart code when a 
tolerance of 5 x 10-7 was input. Results of this 
run are given in Figures 24 and 25. Net 
speedup over the original ADI solver was a 
factor of 2.0 (3173 CPU seconds from 6200). 
Multigrid Analysis 
At this point, a multigrid solver was introduced 
to tzy to reduce the number of GMRES 
directions necessary for convergence (and 
thus reduce the total memory required). In 
each iteration, the variables are transferred to 
a coarse grid and a GMRES iteration is 
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performed there. It was postulated that this 
coarse grid calculation would be able to 
capture low frequency components of the 
correction vector, while the fine grid captured 
the high frequency components. The 
multigrid solver used three 5 direction 
GMRES iterations per time step in a fine-
coarse-fine sawtooth pattern. In order to · 
compare these with prior results, it was 
decided to use the same number of fine grid 
directions per iteration. 
To validate the multigrid solver, the same 
steady runs were performed. It is seen in Fig. 
26 and 27 that the multigrid solver gives 
impressive speedups as compared to the fine-
grid-only GMRES results. One noticeable 
difference was that the transonic steady case 
only took 5 directions to converge (down from 
40 with only the fine grid). 
The multigrid solver was then run in unsteady 
mode on the dynamic stall test case. In 
Figures 28, 29, and 30, a (20/20) run is 
compared to a fine-grid-only (5:5/20) run (two 
5 direction Newton iterations per time step) 
and a F-C-F (5:5/20) run (a 5 direction 
evaluation on the fine grid, then the coarse 
grid, then on the fine grid again). In effect, this 
is testing the effectiveness of the coarse grid 
evaluation. As seen in Fig. 30, no appreciable 
gain due to multigrid (i.e., order of magnitude 
reduction in the residual) is apparent except 
when the flow is attached and the flowfield is 
relatively smooth. 
Condudjng Remarks 
The possibility of accelerating 2-D unsteady 
compressible flow calculations using a 
GMRES method has been investigated. A 
multigrid version of the code has also been 
evaluated. Encouraging results have been 
obtained. The solver is now being expanded to 
three dimensions. 
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Appendix A 
The GMRES procedure assumes that the 
correction vector 6q required to solve Eq. (8) 
lies in a T dimensional subspace of the entire 
problem. Thus, the correction vector has the 
form: 
J -6q=L, aJdi 
j•l (A1) 
where the di's are unit vectors in orthogonal 
directions. 
Once these unit vectors are defined in the 
subspace (which is the first part of the GMRES 
algorithm), and the derivatives of the residual 
M in these directions are calculated, the 
correction vect9r is then computed using: 
M(qn•l,lt+l):: 
J - -
M(qn•l.k) + L ajM(qn•l.k; d;) = 0 
i-1 
(A2) 
This equation is underdetermined, as the M 
vectors are 'L' long( where L = imax x jmax x 4), 
while there are only 'J' coefficients. Eq. (A2) is 
solved in the following way: 
Eq. (A2) may be rewritten: 
[X]{ a} = -{ b} (A3) 







and {a) is the coefficient vector. The right 
hand side is given as: 
/(M)t} {b} = : 
\(M)t. (AS) 
To solve this problem, Eq. (A3) is multiplied by 
the transpose of the [X] matrix: 
[X]~X]{a} = {X]T(b} (A6) 




((Mt I M,))l 
((M,: M,)) (A7) 
8 
(AS) 
The right hand side of Eq. (A6) becomes: 
f(M,, M)) 
{b)= : 
\ (M, ' M) (A9) 
Eq. (A6) is then solved by QR reduction. This is 
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I. Introduction 
During the past two decades, there has been significant progress in the field of 
numerical simulation of unsteady compressible viscous flows. At present, a 
variety of solution techniques exist such as the transonic small disturbance 
analyses (TSD) [e.g. Ref. 1-3], transonic full potential equation-based methods 
[e.g. Ref. 4-6], unsteady Euler solvers [e.g. Ref. 7-8], and unsteady Navier-
Stokes solvers [e.g. Ref. 9-12]. These advances have been made possible by 
developments in three areas: (1) Improved numerical algorithms, (2) 
Automation of body-fitted grid generation schemes, and (3) Advanced 
computer architectures with vector processing and massively parallel 
processing features. 
Despite these advances, numerical simulation of unsteady viscous flo,vs still 
remains a computationally intensive problem, even in two dimensions. For 
example, the problem of dynamic stall of an oscillating NACA 0012 airfoil 
using state of the art alternating direction implicit (ADI) procedures presently 
require between 10,000 and 20,000 time steps per cycle of oscillation at lovv 
reduced frequencies when the viscous flow region is sufficiently resolved 
[Ref. 9]. In three dimensions, unsteady Navier-Stokes simulations of a 
helicopter rotor blade in forward flight requires over 30,000 time steps or 
more for a full revolution of the rotor [Ref. 10]. In other unsteady flows, such 
as the high angle of attack flow past fighter aircraft configurations, a 
systematic parametric study of the flow is presently not practical due to the 
very large CPU time needed for the simulations [Ref. 13]. Thus, it is clear that 
significant improvements to the existing algorithms, or dramatic 
improvements in computer architectures will be needed, before unsteady 
viscous flow analyses become practical day-to-day engineering tools. 
One scheme that has been of recent interest is the Generalized Minimal 
RESidual (GMRES) method originally proposed by Saad and Schultz (Ref. 14). 
This procedure uses a conjugate gradient method to accelerate the 
convergence of existing flow solvers. GMRES was added to existing steady 
flow solvers by Wigton, Yu, and Young (Ref. 15), and to an unstructured grid 
flow solver by Venkatakrishnan and Mavriplis (Ref. 16). Saad has also used a 
Krylov subspace projection method on a steady, incompressible Navier-
Stokes problem and an unsteady onE~ dimensional wave propagation 
equation (Ref. 17). 
Under NASA Langley support, a research effort was initiated at Georgia Tech 
in February 1991 on the development of efficient techniques for the 
computation of 2-D and 3-D unsteady compressible flow problems. It was 
found that in 2-D unsteady viscous flow applications, the GMRES scheme was 
able to significantly improve the accuracy and stability characteristics of an 
existing 2-D ADI (Alternating Direction Implicit) time marching scheme. 
That is, the GMRES/ ADl combination allowed 10 to 20 times larger time steps 
compared to an ADI scheme. Because the GMRES algorithm requires 5 to 10 
times the CPU work corn pared to the ADI scheme, the combined 
GMRES/ ADI scheme yields a net factor of 2 savings in CPU cost. 
During the past year, we also experimented with a GMRES/rnultigrid/ ADI 
combination. The purpose of this combination was to compute the low 
frequency components of the change in the flow properties from one time 
step to the next on a coarse grid. This strategy reduces the memory 
requirements of the GMRES method roughly by a factor of 4-8 for steady flow 
problems. 
These findings have been documented in the AIAA Paper 92-0422 by Hixon 
and Sankar, presented in Reno, and also in our previous two progress reports. 
Progress During the Reporting Period 
During the present reporting period (February 1992-August 1992), our 
emphasis shifted toward 3-D simulations. We modified an existilng 3-0 ADI 
Navier-Stokes solver into a GMRES/ ADI solver. For validation of the flow 
solver, we have selected the following test cases: 
(a) Steady transonic flow past an F-5 wing. 
(b) Unsteady transonic flow past an F-5 wing with a sinusoidally 
oscillating trailing edge flap. 
(c) Deep dynamic stall of a 3-D NACA 0015 rectangular wing. 
We have completed sample calculations with the GMRES/ AI>I solver for 
cases (a) and (c), and ADI calculations for case (b). Our experiences with the 
GMRES/ ADI procedure in such 3-D applications are discussed below. 
i) Experiences with GMRES using ADI preconditioner 
The derivations of the hybrid ADI solver and the GMRES solver are given in 
Appendices A and C, respectively. 
Viscous transonic flow over an F-5 wing at zero angle of attack was chosen as 
the baseline case, due to the extensive experimental data available. The Mach 
number was 0.9, and the Reynolds number was 11 million. The c:;MRES/ ADI 
code was tried in the Navier-Stokes mode, and it was found that the GMRES 
version refused to converge completely regardless of the number of directions 
used. Instead, the solver would 'hang up' at a given residual level, and never 
converge beyond it. 
This problem had occurred in the past in some of our 2-D transonic flow 
simulations, and usually meant that more GMRES directions were required. 
Therefore, a series of runs were tried, varying both the number of directions 
and the E parameter, which controls the numerical derivatives; while the 
rate of initial convergence differed, the final solution was similar (and 
incorrect). At the residual level reached by the GMRES solver, a shock was 
predicted that does not exist in the converged ADI solution or the 
experimental results. The result of a 5 direction GMRES/ ADI run is compared 
to the ADI solution in Figures 1,2 and 3. 
J These problems were eventually traced to the high frequency spatial 
oscillations in the correction vectors, and were fixed as discussed under 
heading (iv). 
ii) dynamic stall workshop 
Carina Tan invited us to a dynamic stall workshop at the r~ASA Ames 
Research Center. This workshop was designed to illustrate the state of the art 
in unsteady viscous flow predictions. A variety of people, each representing 
different approaches to solving this problem, were invited to compare their 
solutions to experimental data obtained by Ray Piziali. Ours was one of two 
3D CFD solutions presented. 
The experiments were performed with a rectangular wing (AR = 5) using a 
NACA 0015 section. The wing was pitched 4° about mean angles of 11°, 13°, 
15°, and 17° mean angles of attack, at frequencies of 4 Hz, 10 Hz, and 14 Hz. 
Experimental data was provided for all cases except for the 15° case, in order to 
tune the code. The challenge provided was to compute the 15° runs without 
knowing the answer beforehand. The experimental results for the 15° case 
were provided on arrival at the workshop. 
Since the GMRES version of the code was not ready, the original hybrid ADI 
solver was used. It is planned to re-run the short case with GMRES to 
compare it to this solution. Because 3-D dynamic stall simulations are CPU 
intensive, a coarse grid (121 x 21 x 41) was used, along with a large time step 
(dt = .01). Even so, the short case (14 Hz) took 8 hours of CPU ti:me, with the 
longest case (4 Hz) requiring 15 hours on the Cray YMP. Sample results are 
given in Figures 4, 5, 6, 7,and 8. 
For an initial check of the unsteady GMRES solver, a 5 direction run with 20 
times the ADI time step was started (this gives roughly a factor of 2 reduction 
in CPU time compared to the ADI solver). The preliminary results are given 
in Figure 9. For the attached flow regime, these preliminary results are very 
encouraging. 
iii) formulation and implementation of LU solver 
After the workshop, attention was focused on obtaining a steady solution for 
the F-5 wing from G_MRES. It was postulated that the directions generated by 
the ADI preconditioner contained high frequency spatial oscillations, and a 
preconditioner giving 'smoother' directions was sought. 
The LU-SGS scheme was chosen as the new preconditioner. The for~ulation 
of this scheme is given in Appendix B. lJpon implementation, it was found 
that the LTJ solver did not converge to an acceptable solution, and also 
predicted a shock in the flow field. At present, it is thought that this could be 
an implementation error, and is being rechecked. Sample results are given in 
Figures 10, 11, and 12. 
The GMRES solver with the LU preconditioner, however, was more stable 
than it was with the original ADI scheme. With the ADI, it was necessary to 
turn on the turbulence model after a nurnber of iterations in order to keep 
the solution from blowing up; this is not necessary with the LU 
precondi tioner. 
Unfortunately, convergence of the residuals in the GMRES/LU solver stalled, 
and still predicted the fictitious shocks. Sample results are given in Figures 
13, 14, and 15. 
iv) Effects of increasing implicit dissipation on ADI solver 
As stated earlier, the GMRES/ ADI scheme stalled after just a few iterations. 
The weighting coefficients by which the correction vectors are multiplied did 
not converge to zero as the number of directions increased. In fact, these 
weights were oscillatory, changing sign. This indicated a 'Gibbs'-like 
phenomenon, where the higher direction vectors attempt to correct (with a 
negative weight) the errors in the lower direction vectors. 
It was postulated that the first few directions from the G11RES solver 
contained high frequency spatial oscillations, and were noisy (a carpet plot of 
some earlier 2-D solutions indicated such a behavior in 2-D transonic flow). 
Thus, these high frequency oscillations must be filtered out before the 
components are added to the flow properties at qn+l,k (at iteration level 'k') to 
get qn+l,k+l. In the present approach, such a filtering out may be~ done either 
as a separate post-processing of the quantity qn+l,k+l - qn+l,k, or through 
implicit smoothing. The latter is easier, and requires increasing the implicit 
dissipation coefficient EJ, which is discussed :n Appendix A. 
This idea was recently tested by increasing the implicit dissipation on the left 
hand side of the ADI equations to smooth the residuals for the GMRES 
routine. The implicit factor was increased from 5 to· 20, and run with 5 
directions; it was unstable, but the direction coefficients looked much better 
than usual. The factor was reduced to 10, and the GMRES routine got the 
correct, shock-free result for the first time. It was an encouraging sign that a 5 
direction run converged enough to get this answer; usually 20 or more 
directions were requirec;l for a trustworthy transonic solution in 20. 
Also, a 20 direction run was performed with the implicit factor set to 20. The 
asymptotic convergence rate is comparable to our best ADI convergence rate. 
At the early iterations, however, the GMRES scheme is searching for the 
steepest descent directions, and shows a slow convergence rate. Results of 
these runs a.re shown in Figures 16, 17, and 18. 
Proposed Work 
A m ul tigrid version of the 3D code is under development presently. It is felt 
that this will speed the GMRES convergence to the steady solution much as 
the 20 version did. 
We are also planning to run two test cases in the unsteady mode with the 
GMRES/ AI)! solver: an F-5 wing with an oscillating trailing edge flap, and 
the 14 Hz 15° mean angle of attack NACA 0015 wing case from the dynamic 
stall workshop. 
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Appendix A 
Formulation of the ADI Preconditioner 
One preconditioner used for the GMRES formulation is a Newton iteration 
ADI solver. This code is used as a function evaluator for the GMRES, as 
described in the next section. A brief outline of the Newton algorithm is 
given below. 
i) Discretization in Time and Space 
The 3-D Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations written in curvilinear 
form are given as: 
(A.l) 
This equation is discretized by using the Euler implicit scheme, which is first 
order accurate in time and second order accurate in space. The time 
derivative is approximated by a first order forward difference, while the 
spatial derivatives are represented by second order central differences. Using 
Taylor series expansions, Eq. (A.l) can be rewritten: 
( 
n+l,k+l n+l,k) 
q t:.; q + (lir;En+l.k+l + li,fn+Uk,k+l) + litPn+l,k+l) 
( 
n+l,k n) 
=- q f:.t- q + ;e(li~ n+l.k + li,fn+l.k + li~Tn+l,kl 
+ de:.t, t:.l; 2' f:.ll 2, e:.d (A.2) 
where 0(~1:,~~2,~112,~~2) indicates that this expression is first order accurate in 
time (second order terms are truncated), and second order accurate in space. 
In Eq. (A.2), 'n' refers to the time level and 'k' refers to the Newton iteration 
level at that time step. The notation (k,k+ 1) will be explained in the next 
section. 
ii) Linearization of the Governing Equation 
Given the flow variables at the 'n' time level, equation set (A.2) can now be 
solved to obtain the flow variables at the 'n+l' time level. Unfortunately, this 
set of algebraic equations are coupled and highly nonlinear, rnaking then1 
very difficult to solve. To make these equations easier to solve, the 
convection terms E and G are linearized about time level 'n+l' and iteration 
level 'k' by means of Taylor series. When this is substituted into (A.2), the 
linearized equations are written as: 
where 
{I + A 't(J <f"- n+ l,k + A 't(J ~n+ l,k }.{ Aq n+ l,k+ 1} = 
_ A't ( qn+~:- qn) _ A't(a~n+l,k + 8r{n+l, (k,k+ll + 8~n+l,k) 







This equation set is first order accurate in time and second order accurate in 
space. The matrix to be solved is in block pentadiagonal form. 
The solution procedure employs a sweep :in the spanwise direction, solving 
Eq. (A.3) on each span wise plane. The notation (k,k+ 1) on the term F 
indicates that the newest available values of the flow variables are to be used 
in the computation of the residual for each spanwise plane (i.e., the plane on 
one side will have already been updated). 
iii) Approximate Factorization of the Governing Equation 
Equation (A.3) is a large, sparse pentadiagonal block matrix equation. This is 
still very expensive to solve, requiring large amounts of storage and 
computation. Instead of solving Eq. (A.3) directly, it is factored into a series of 
one dimensional block tridiagonal systems of equations, using the 
approximate factorization technique of Beam and Warming (Ref. 18). 
In this method, the left hand side of Eq. (A.3) is approximately factored into 
two opera tors: 
where 
{I + tJ:tB r;\ n+ l,k }{I + ~'t B c;Cn+ l,k }{ ~q n+ 1.k} = 
~'t{ RHSn+l,k} _ ~'t 2Br;\ n+l,~'lCn+l,k~q n+l,k 
~'t{ RHSn+l,k} = 
_ ~'t ( qn+~:- qn) _ ~'t(B~n+l,k + B,fn+l, (k,k+l) + Br,Gn+l,k) 
+ ~:(Bf n+l,k + 3~n+l,k + B~Tn+l,k) 
(A.4) 
(A.S) 
The last term on the right hand side of Eq. (A.4) is second order in time, and 
can thus be dropped without degrading the formal first order time accuracy of 
the scheme. This gives the factored set of equations to be solved: 
The solver sweeps in the spanwise direction (11), solving Eq. (A.6) in each 
spanwise plane. In a spanwise plane, Eq. (A.6) is solved by performing two 
sweeps. First, a sweep in the~ direction: 
(A.7) 
where {~q*} is a temporary vector. 
The next sweep is in the~ direction: 
(A.8) 
These two sweeps each require the solution of a tridiagonal block matrix, 
which is computationally more efficient than the solution of the original 
pentadiagonal block matrix. 
Since central differencing is used for the spatial derivatives, each block 
consists of a 4x4 matrix in 2-D, and a SxS matrix in 3-D. Eqs. (A.7) and (A.8) are 
solved by the block LU decomposition method. 
In solving Eq. (A.6) for subsonic and transonic flows, it is necessary to add 
artificial viscosity to damp the numerical oscillations. The numerical 
viscosity model proposed by Jameson, Turkel, and Schmidt, and modified by 
Swanson and Turkel (Ref. 19) is used. On the left side, an implicit smoothing 




When viscous flows at high Reynolds numbers are solved, it becomes 
necessary to consider turbulent effects. While the present equations can 
directly model turbulent motion, the small time step and dense grid that is 
required make the computational cost prohibitive. To keep a reasonable grid 
spacing, Eq. (A.3) is time-averaged and the well-known Baldwin-Lomax 
turbulence model is employed to represent the turbulent stresses. 
Appendix B 
Formulation of the LU-SGS Preconditioner 






1 A ~~A n+l,k A ~ Bn+l,k ~.rn+l,k\{ A n+l,k+l\ \ + u'tu~ _ + u'tu11 + Ll'tu~- J uq f = 
Ll'tfRHS n+1,k} 
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_ Ll't ( q n+~:- q n) _ Ll~O~n+I,k + O,fn+I, (k,k+I> + 0~n+I,k) 
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A+ =~A+ ~AAI) 
A+ =~A- ~AAI) 
B+ =~B + ~A8I) 
B- = ~B -~A8I) 
c+ = ~c + ~Acl) 
C- = ~(:- ~Acl) 
(B.S) 
~ is a user defined scaling factor (1.2 is used at present) used to adjust the 
magnitude of the main diagonals, and 
(B.6) 
where U, V, and W are the contravariant velocities. Note that the right hand 
side residual is the same as that for the ADI preconditioner; in fact, the same 
subroutines are used to compute the RHS. 
The derivatives are given as: 
+ 
0~=0. 1 -·0. ~ 1+ I 
-
0~ =D.- I). 1 ~ 1 1- (B.7) 
At this point, Eq (2) is rewritten in nonconservative form: 
(B.8) 
The nonconservative form reduces the memory necessary for the LU solver. 
Discretization of Eq. (B.8) yields a sparse matrix with 7 diagonals. After 
dividi:og Eq (B.8) into lower and upper matrices, Eq (B.8) can bE~ solved by a 
two step method: 
(B.9) 
(B.10) 
With this method, no matrix inversions are required; at each step in each 
sweep, everything but the main diagonal is known and moved to the right 
hand side. Memory is greatly lessened, and no implicit dissipation is 
necessary on the left hand side of the equation. 
Appendix C 
Formulation of the GMRES solver 
The iterative ADI and LU formulations may be expressed in this way: 
qn+l,k+l = F{qn+l,k) (C.1) 
In words, given a guess for qn+ l,k, the solver returns a (hopefully) better 
approximation to the correct solution qn+l,k+l. When the solution has 
converged (i.e., qn+l,k = qn+l,k+l), then: 
qn+l,k _ F{ qn+l,k) = M( qn+l,k) = 0 (C.2) 
The GMRES solver uses the original iterative ADI or LU solver as a function 
evaluator (i.e., given a set of input flow properties, the solver sends back an 
updated set of flow properties), and computes the set of flow properties that 
will satisfy Eq. (C.2). 
The GMRES solver starts by finding a set of orthonormal direction vectors 
which define a subspace of the total space spanned by the problen1. Once this 
subspace is defined, the error magnitude is projected upon it. From here, a 
least squares problem is solved to reduce the error as much as possible in the 
subspace. 
Obviously, the success and speed of the GMRES solution method depends 
greatly on the original flow solver's ability to help define useful direction 
vectors, and hence a subspace that contains much of the error components. 
This is why both the ADI and LU formulations are being investigated. 
The J direction vectors are found as follows: 
( 
First, the initial direction is computed as 
(C.3) 
and normalized as 
(C.4) 
To compute the remaining search directions (j=l,2, .. ,J-l), take 
j 





M(q. d)- _M_(q-=--+._Ed_)_-_M_(q) 
I - E (C.7) 
Here, e is taken to be some small number. In this work, e is taken to be 0.001. 
-The new direction dj+ 1 is normalized before the next direction is computed: 
bji-1,j =II ctt~111 
I (C.B) 
and 
- d· 1 
d·l =2-
Ji- b· 1 . (C.9) J+ ,J, 
After obtaining the search directions, the solution vector is updated using 
J -
qntl,k+1 = qnt1,k + L, apj 
j=1 (C.lO) 
where the coefficients aj are chosen to minimize: 
J 2 
II M(qn+-1,k+1) 112 = M(qn+-1,k + I, a~y 
j=l 
J 2 
_ M(qn+-l,k) + I, a~(qn+l,k; dy 
j=l (C.11) 
This equation is minimized as follows: 
Let Dj be the matrix of directions {d1 , d2, d 3 , ... , dj} .. Also, let Fj be the matrix 
of directional derivatives given as {M1 , M 2, M 3 , ... , Mi}, where: 
M i = M(qnt-1,k; dy. 
Then Eq. (C.S) may be rewritten in matrix form as: 
Here, B is the (J+l) x (J) matrix: 
B= 
(C.14) 
bJ,l bJ,2 bJ,J 
b2,1 b2,2 b2,3 










bJ,j-2 bl,j-1 blJ 
b2,J-2 b2,j-1 b2,J 
b3,j-2 b3,j-1 b3J 
bj-l,j-2 bj-l,j-1 bj-1,J 
0 bj,j-1 bj,J 
0 0 bj+l,j 
Note that at this point, bJ+l,J is not yet known. Saad and Schultz give the 
following formula for evaluating this term without another function 
evaluation: 
J 
bJ+l,J =II M(qnt-l,k; dj) 11
2
- L bi,l 
i=l (C.15) 
At this point, Eq. (C.11) is rewritten: 
J 2 
M(qn+l,~ + L a.M(qn+l,k; d.) 
. J r 
j=l 
=/I M(qn+l,~ +MjAI/2 
(C.16) 
where A is the vector {a1 , a2, a 3 , ... , aj}T. Then, using the definition of the 
first direction and Eq. (C.13), Eq. (C.16) becomes: 
IIM(qn+l,~ +MjAW 
= ~~~~ctl/~1 +MjA)/12 
= IWidllldl+Dj+lBA)W 
= II 0i+~ldllle +BA)W 
= /I(/Jct1 /le +BA)//2 
where e is the first column of the (JxJ) identity matrix. 
(C.17) 
This least squares problem is solved using the QR algorithm in LINP ACK. 
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Figure 1: Comparison of 5 Direction GMRES to Hybrid 
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Figure 12: Pressure Coefficient Comparison 

























Figure 13: Global Residual Comparison 
GMRES (2Q-LU) vs. LU-SGS Solver 
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Figure 14: Pressure Coefficient ·comparison 
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Figure 16: Global Residual Comparison 
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During the past two decades, there has been significant progress in the field of 
numerical simulation of unsteady compressible viscous flows. At present, a variety of 
solution techniques exist such as the transonic small disturbance analyses (TSD) [e.g. Ref. 
1-3], transonic full potential equation-based methods [e.g. Ref. 4-6], unsteady Euler 
solvers [e.g. Ref. 7-8], and unsteady Navier-Stokes solvers [e.g. Ref. 9-12]. These 
advances have been made possible by developments in three areas: (1) lntproved numerical 
algorithms, (2) Automation of body-fitted grid generation schemes, and (3) Advanced 
computer architectures with vector processing and massively parallel processing features. 
Despite these advances, numerical simulation of unsteady viscous flows still 
remains a computationally intensive problem, even in two dimensions. For example, the ' 
problem of dynamic stall of an oscillating NACA 0012 airfoil using state of the art 
alternating direction implicit (ADI) procedures presently require between 10,000 and 
20,000 time steps per cycle of oscillation at low reduced frequencies when the viscous flow 
region is sufficiently resolved [Ref. 9]. In three dimensions, unsteady Navier-Stokes 
simulations of a helicopter rotor blade iri forward flight requires over 30,000 time steps or 
more for a full revolution of the rotor [Ref. 10]. In other unsteady flows, such as the high 
angle of attack flow past fighter aircraft configurations, a _systematic pararnetric study of the 
flow is presently not practical due to the very large CPU time needed for the simulations 
[Ref. 13]. Thus, it :s clear that significant ilmprovements to the existing algorithms, or 
1 
dramatic improvements in computer architectures will be needed, before unsteady viscous 
flow analyses become practical day-to-day engineering tools. 
One scheme that has been of recent interest is the Generalized Minimal RESidual 
(GMRES) method originally proposed by Saad and Schultz (Ref. 14). This procedure 
uses a oonjugate gradient method to accelerate the convergence of existing flow solvers. 
GMRES was added to existing steady flow solvers by Wigton, Yu, and Young (Ref. 15), 
and to an unstructured grid flow solver by Venkatalaishnan and Mavriplis (Ref. 16). Saad 
has also used a similar Krylov subspace projection method on a steady, incompressible 
Navier-Stokes problem and an unsteady one dimensional wave propagation equation (Ref. 
17). To our knowledge, GMRES has not been applied to multi-dimensional unsteady 
compressible flow problems. 
In this work, the GMRES scheme has been considered as a candidate for 
acceleration of a Newton iteration time marching scheme for unsteady 2-D and 3-D 
compressible viscous flow calculation; from preliminary calculations, this will provide up 
to a 65% reduction in the computer time requirements over the existing class of explicit and 
implicit time marching schemes. The proposed method has been tested on structured grids, 
but is flexible enough for extension to unstructured grids. The described scheme has been 
tested only on the current generation of vector processor architectures of the Cray Y IMP 
class, but should be suitable for adaptation to massively parallel machines. 
2 
CHAPTER II 
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATJlON OF THE NAVIER-STOKES 
EQUATIONS 
This work is mainly concerned with calculating unsteady, viscous, compressible 
flow. Thus, the full Navier-Stokes equations are solved in two or three dimensions. 
In the following sections, the two dimensional Navier-Stokes equations are 
developed in both Cartesian and curvilinear coordinates, and then extended to 3-D. 
2-D Governing Equations in Cartesian Coordinates 
Auid motion can be described using the concept that mass, momentum, and 
energy are conserved. Given this, the governing equations of fluid flows can be written in 
a variety of different forms. The form used in this work is the conservation form, which is 
written in general form as: 
(2.1) 
The oonservation form is used for thils work because numerical methods based on 
the nonconservation form may not conserve flux properties properly across physical 
discontinuities such as shocks. The nondimensionalized Navier-Stokes equations may be 
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These are the 2-D Navier-Stokes equations for viscous, compressible fluid flow. 
In these equations, p is the density, u and w are the velocity components, e is the total 
energy per unit volume, a is the speed of sound for a perfect gas, pis the pressure, andy is 
the ratio of specific heats (which is taken to be 1.4). The Reynolds number is Re and the 





For high Reynolds number flow, where turbulence occurs, the dependent 
variables are decomposed into steady and fluctuating components, and the equations are 
time averaged. The time averaging process gives rise to new terms which may be 
interpreted as turbulent stresses acting on the fluid. These are called Reynolds stresses. 
Using Boussinesq's concept, these stresses can be related to the rate of mean strain by 
means of an eddy viscosity. With this, an effective viscosity, consisting of the laminar 
viscosity and a computed eddy viscosity, is defined. More information on the eddy 
viscosity fonnulation is given in the section on numerical fonnulation. 
To obtain the inviscid (Euler) flow equations, the right hand side of Eq. (2.2), 
which contains the viscous tenns, is removed. 
5 
The Navier-Stokes equations have been nondimensionalized by scaling the 
dependent variables by the freestream density and speed of sound and the independent 


















Note that this Reynolds number is based on the freestream speed of sound, and 
thus it rrtust be scaled by the freestream Mach number to match a Reynolds number based 
on the freestream velocity. 
6 
7 
From this point, all quantities will be nondimensionalized, so the tilde(-) will be 
dropped. 
3-D Governing Equations in Cartesian Coordinates 
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'txx= ("- + 2J.t)ux + AV y + AW z 
'txy= J.t(uy+ v V 
'txz= J.t(u z + w V 
'tyy= AU X+("-+ 2J.t)v y + AW z 
'tyz= J.t(v z+ wy) 
'tlZ= AU x+ AV y+ (A.+ 2J.t)w z 
f.l ~ 
R 5 = u't xx + v't xy + w't xz + _ ./. )a ,tt 
p,\y-1 
f.l 2 
55 = u'txy + v'tYY + Wtyz + ./. )af 
p,'\y-1 
f.l 2 
T 5 = u't xz + v'tyz + Wt2Z + ./. )ail 
p,'\y-1 
p =(y-l~e- ~(u2 + v2 + w~] 
2 yp ./. {e 1 I 2 2 ~~ a =-=T\y-1 --nu + v + w 1 
p p 2 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
Again, we use Stokes' Hypothesis to define the bulk viscosity, A, as shown in 
Eq. (2.6). 
As in the 2-D derivation, the dependent variables are decomposed into steady and 
fluctuating components, and the equations are time-averaged. This gives rise to Reynolds 
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stresses, which are related to the rate of mean strain using Boussinesq's concept. With 
this, an effective viscosity is defined, which consists of the molecular viscosity and a 
computed eddy viscosity that represents the contribution of the turbulent stresses to the 
mean flow. More information on the eddy viscosity formulation is given in the section on 
numerical formulation. 
The nondimensionalization has been carried out in an identical 1nanner to the 2-D 
equations. 
Transformation of the 2-D Equations to Curvilinear Coordinates 
From the viewpoint of computational accuracy, a uniform Cartesian grid is the 
most desirable geometry. However, most problems of interest have bodies which are not 
easy to fit a Cartesian grid about Accurate computation of physical flow features can also 
give rise to conflicting needs. For example, resolving the boundary layer requires a fine 
grid near the body. If a uniform grid spacing is used, this puts many more grid points than 
are needed in the inviscid flow region, which is farther away from the body. These 
unnecessary grid points increase computation time and memory immensely. For easy 
application of boundary conditions and to accurately capture the physics of the problem, it 
is desirable to have a grid which wraps around the airfoil and has many points near the 
body, but is stretched in order to put fewer grid points in regions where they are not 
necessary. 
To resolve these conflicting needs, the governing equations are transformed into 
generalized curvilinear coordinates. This transformation maps a stretched, body-fitted grid 
in the physical plane (x,z,t) to a uniform Cartesian grid in the computational plane (s,~;t). 
This transformation is one-to-one (each point in the physical plane has a corresponding 
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point in the computational plane), except along any cuts needed to make the physical plane 
simply connected. 
The general transformation between the two planes is given as: 
; = ;(x,z,t) 
t; = t;(x,z, t) 
"t=t (2.13) 
which transforms the physical domain (x,y,t) to the computational domain (s,l;;t). 
Using this transformation, the curvilinear flow equations can be obtained; the 





p pu pw 
1 pu 1 puU + ~,P 1 puW + ~,P 
q=- . E=- ·G=-
J pw I J pwU + ~:P I J pwW+~f 
e U(e+p)- ~tP W(e+p)- ~tP 
0 0 
1 ~ x"t xx + ~ z"t xz 1 ~ x"t xx + ~ z"t xz 
R=- ·T-
J ~ ~"t xz + ~ z"t zz 
I -r 
~x"txz + ~z"tzz 
s~4+sl4 ~~4+ ~zT4 
(2.15) 
with the contravariant velocities U and W given as: 
u = St + s,P + SzW 
W =~t+ t,p + ~zw (2.16) 
The Jacobian of transfonnation is defined as: 
(2.17) 
The transf onned viscous terms become: 
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-.:xx= {~;Ps + t;p~- ~;zws + !;zw~] 
-rxz= 1{;Ps + !;p~ + {;xws + !;xw~] 
-.:zz~ {~;zwS + !;zw~- ~;pS + !;p~] 
R4= trtxx+ Wtxz+ J.l( ) { ;,p/ + !;,ptaj 
~
T4=tn:xz+ W"tzz+ ~( ) ;jl/ + !;jl~j 
Pr y-1 (2.18) 
The metric quantities can be related to the physical quanti ties by these relations: 
;x= Jz~; 
;z= -Jxl; 
;t = -xJx- z.J;:; 
~x= -Jz; 
l;z= Jx; 
~t = -xJ;,x- zJ;,:; 
(2.19) 
Transformation of the 3-D Equations to Curvilinear Coordinates 
The 3-D Navier-Stokes equations are transformed into curvilinear coordinates in a 
similar manner. This time, the general transformation is given as: 
; = ;(x,y,z,t) 
11 = 11(x,y,z,t) 




which trdllsfonns the physical domain (x,y,z,t) to the computational domain c;,.,,l;,;t). 
Using this transfonnation, the curvilinear flow equations can be obtained; the 







puU + ;,p pu V + 'YI,P 
1 pv 1 pvU +;:f 1 pvV + 'Yif 
q=r . E=- F=-I J J 
pw pwU+sp pwV + 'YI:P 
e 





pu W + l;,p 
pvW + l;f 1 
. R==-
' J 
;x"txx + ;yrxy+ ;z"txz 





"1 x"t xx + "1 y"t xy + "1 z"t xz 
"lx"txy + "lfyy+ "lz"tyz: 
"1 x"t xz + "1 y"t yz: + "1 z"t zz 
"lxRs+ "lfs+ "lls 
1 ·T-' -r 
; x"t xz + ; ytyz: + ; z"t zz 
sxRs+ sfs+ s;I's 
0 
l; x"t xx + l; y"t xy + l; z"t xz 
l;~xy + l;yryy + l;z"tyz: 
l; x"t xz + l; y"I yz: + l; z"t 2z 
t;xRs+ l;;'s+ l;zT s 
. with the contravariant velocities U, V, and W given as: 
u = ;t + s,p + syv + ; zw 
V = "lt + t],P + "lyV + "lzW 
W = l;t + l;,p + l;Yv + l;zw 




J = ;~fl~z- flbJ + ;~flbx- flJ;~ + ;~flJ;y- fl;;~ 
1 
=~------~~~----~~~----~ 
y~x~"- x"zt) + y~xszt- x~;) + y~x"z;- x;z") 
The transf onned viscous tenns becorne: 
(2.24) 
'txx= i~S,Ps + 11,P11 + !;,p~- ~Syv S + 11l11 + !;Yv ~- ~SzwS + 11zw 11 + !;zw~;}] 
'txy= 1(Sfs + "~f11 + !;f~ + (sxv s + 11xv 11 + !;xv ~] 
'txz= {(sFs + 11}1 11 + I; }I~+ (sxw s + 11x"' 11 + !;xw~] 
'tyy= i~Syv S + 11yv 11 + !;Yv ~- ~S,Ps + 11,P11 + !;,p ~- ~SzwS + 11zw 11 + !;zw~] 
'tyz= {(szv s + 11zv 11 + !;zv ~ + (srs + 11r 11 + t;r~] 
't22= i~l;zws + 11zw 11 + l;z'V~;)- ~S,Ps + 11,P11 + !;,p ~- ~Sl s + 11yv 11 + l;Yv ~] 
Rs=U'txx+ V'txy+ wtxz+ "( ) I s.p/ +11.,P11a2 + !;Jt;<'~ 
~ J 
Ss= U'txy + V'tyy + wtyz + "( ) Is.;/+ 11.J11a 2 + l;.ft;<' ~ ~ J 
J1 ( 2 2 ~ 
T 5 = m xz + V't yz. + Wtzz + -( :;)\) ; jJ ;a + fl jJ fla + l; jJ ~ J 
Pr y-1 (2.25) 
The metric quantities can be related to the physical quantities by these relations: 
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;x= J(Y,?t- Yt2~ 
;y= J(xtz.'l- x'lz~ 
sz= J(x~t- y'lx~ 
'lx= J(zsrl;- Y;z~ 
11y= J(x;zt- xtz~ 
'lz= J(Y;Xt- X;Y~ 
l;,x = J(y ~'1 - 2 ;Y ~ 
l;,y= J(z;x'l- x;z~ 
l;,z= J(x~ '1- Y;X~ 
;t = -x.J;x- Y .J;y- z.J;z 
t} t = -X.(lx- y .(1 y- Z.(l:i 





In this chapter, two time-accurate finite difference schemes are described for 
numerically integrating the equations given in the previous chapter. One formulation 
discussed uses an Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) Newton iteration scheme at each 
time step, while the other uses an LU-SGS scheme with Newton iteration. Then, the 
GMRES formulation is explained, and several variations of the method are described. To 
simplify the derivation, only the two dimensional equations are considered; the differences 
between the 2-D and 3-D schemes are mentioned as they are reached. 
Iterative ADI formulation 
The underlying code in the GMRES formulation is a Newton iteration ADI 
solver. This code is used as a function evaluator for the GMRES, as described in the next 
section. A brief outline of the ADI Newton algorithm is given below. 
Discretization in Time and Space 
The 2-D Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations written in curvilinear form 
are given as: 
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(3.1) 
This equation is discretized by using the Euler implicit scheme, which is first 
order accurate in time and second order accurate in space. The time derivative is 
approximated by a first order forward difference, while the spatial derivatives are 
represented by second order central differences. Using Taylor series expansions, Eq. (3.1) 
can be rewritten: 
(3.2) 
where O(.d't,.d;2,.d~2) indicates that this expression is first order accurate in time (second 
order terms are truncated), and second order accurate in space. In Eq. (3.2), 'n' refers to 
the time level and 'k' refers to the Newton iteration level at that time step. The details of 
this derivation are given in Appendix B. 
Linearization of the Governing Equation 
Given the known flow variables at the 'n' time level and a previous guess for the 
flow variables at the 'n+ 1' time level, equation set (3.2) can now be iterated upon to obtain 
the flow variables at the 'n+1' time level. Unfortunately, this set of algebraic equations are 
coupled and highly nonlinear, making thern very difficult to solve. To make these 
equations easier to solve, the convection terms E and G are linearized about time level 
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'n+l' and iteration level 'k' by means of Taylor series. The linearization procedure is 
described in detail in Appendix C. When this is substituted into (3.2}, the linearized 
equations are written as: 
(3.3) 
This equation set is first order accurate in time and second order accurate in space. 
The matrix to be solved is in block pentadiagonal fonn. 
Approximate Factorization of the Governing Equation 
Equation (3.3) is a large, sparse pentadiagonal block matrix equation. This is still 
very expensive to solve, requiring large amounts of storage and computation. Instead of 
solving Eq. (3.3) directly, it is factored into a series of one dimensional block tridiagonal 
systems of equations, using the approximate factorization technique of Beam and Warming 
(Ref. 18). 






qn+:- qn- (li~;E n+l.k + lltGn+t,k) + ;Jli!;R n+l.k + lltTn+i 
(3.5) 
The last tenn on the right hand side of Eq. (3.4) is second ordc:~r in time, and can 
thus be dropped without degrading the fonnal first order time accuracy of the scheme. This 
gives the factored set of equations to be solved: 
Details of the solution procedure are given in Appendix D. 
In solving Eq. (3.6) for subsonic and transonic flows, it is necessary to add 
artificial viscosity to damp the numerical oscillations. The numerical viscosity model 
proposed by Jameson, Turkel, and Schmidt, and modified by Swanson and Turkel (Ref. 
19) is used. The details of this model are given in Appendix E. 
When viscous flows at high Reynolds numbers are solved, it becomes necessary 
to consider turbulent effects. While the present equations can directly model turbulent 
motion, the small time step and dense grid that is required for accuracy make the 
computational cost prohibitive. To keep a reasonable grid spacing, Eq. (3.3) is time-
averaged and the well-~own Baldwin-Lomax algebraic turbulence model is employed to 
represent the turbulent stresses. The details of the model are given in Appendix F. 
Finally, to solve Eq. (3.6), initial and boundary conditions are required. 
Appendix G describes these conditions and their implementation. 
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LU-SGS Formulation 
The LU-SGS solver was only implemented in the 3-D GMRES code. However, 
to save space, the 2-D version of the algorithm will be described. 
To derive the numerical formulation, we start with the linearize-d form of the 2-D 
governing equations, Eq. (3.3): 
{I+ .d'tb A n+l,k + .d'tb Cn+Lk}{.d n+Lk} = .dJ RHSn+Lk} ; t q ~ (3.3) 
The RHS term is defined in Eq. (3.5). The left hand side of Eq. (3.3) can be 
factorized in this manner: 
(3.7) 
where 8 is a user-defined scalar (>0.5). Also, b+ represents a forward difference, and b-




In Eq. (3.7), A+, A-, B+, and B-are constructed so that(+) matrices have 
positive eigenvalues, and(-) matrices have negative eigenvalues. The definition of these 
matrices are very important to the success of the LU method. In this fonnulation, the 
following definitions are used, from Ref. 23: 
A+ =~A+ f3A.AI) 
A-=~A- f3A.)) 
c• =Me+ PA.cl) 
C- =~C-f3Acl) 
where f3 is a user-defined parameter, and: 





Following the development given in Ref. 23, Eq. (3.7) can be written in 
conservative f onn as: 
(3.11) 
For convenience, the superscript 'n+ 1 ,k' 1s omitted for the rest of this 
development. 
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If Eq. (3.12) is subtracted from Eq. (3.13), the following is obtained: 
• 
~q .. + 6~'t 
It) 
This may be written as: 
n+l,k[ + -1 
~q~i Ay- A~ij-
+ n+Lk 
A i-l,j ~qi-l,j + 
n+l,k[ + -1 
~q~ Cy- Cyj -
,..+ n+l,k c. 'l~q .. 1 
~)- ~)-
.. [ + -J ~q .. A .. -A .. + 
1,) 1,) ~) 










Equations (3.16) and (3.17) together define the LU-SGS proce.dure. In order to 
change Eq. (3.16) and (3.17) into a Newton-like iteration, the time step is increased to 
infinity and e is set equal to one. This removes the requirement for numerical investigation 
to determine an optimal time step. The Newton-like iterative procedure is written as: 
(3.18) 
This procedure is used for all LU-SGS computations described iln this report. 
GMRES Formulation 
Description of G~ algorithrit 
The iterative ADI or LU-SGS formulation given above may be expressed in this 
way: 
qn+Lk+l == F(qn+U!) (3.19) 
Thus, given a guess for qn+1,k, the solver returns a (hopefully) better 
approximation, qn+1,k~1, to the correct solution. When the solution has converged (i.e., 
qn+ 1 ,k := qn+ 1 ,k+ 1 ), then: 
where: 
and 
...J n+ l,k) n+ 1,k ,. .{ n+ l,k) O . .r\ q - q = M\ q = 
Eq. (3.19) may be rewritten as: 
n+l,k+l n+Lk A 










In words, using the latest guess for the solution at the new time level, the original 
code computes a corrected solution qn+ 1,k+ 1, which is equivalent to moving a distance a 
in direction d from the initial p6iatqiH·l,k. 
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In a two dimensional problem, the Aq vector has (imax * krnax * 4) entries. The 
correction vector may change only one flow variable at one point in the flow field (e.g., pu 
at i=5, k==13), and leave the rest alone. This is one possible direction that the code could 
move in. If another variable at another point is changed instead (e.g., pat i=120, k=2), 
this would result in the code moving in a second direction which is orthogonal to the first. 
Thus it can be seen that there are a total of (imax * kmax * 4) possible orthogonal directions 
in a 2-D problem, and (imax * jmax * kmax * 5) directions in 3-D. 
The ADI and LU-SGS iterative codes both consider only one direction at a time. 
In words, they start from an initial point, compute a single likely direction, and move some 
distance in this direction to the next point, where the same process is repeated. 
The GMRES solver works in a different way. GMRES computes the. slope of the 
residual in a number of orthogonal directions from the initial point, and uses this 
information to make a more informed move from the initial point. In this procedure, the 
underlying iterative solver serves as a 'black box' function evaluator (i.e., given a set of 
input flow properties, the solver sends back an updated set of flow properties) to provide 
GMRES with infonnation to compute the set of flow properties that will satisfy Eq. (3.20). 
Note that GMRES does not change with the number of equations or the method 
of solution of the underlying code. The only change in GMRES for 2-D to 3-D is the 
length of the vectors; there is no change in the GMRES code between the ADI and LU-
SGS solvers. 
A GMRES step follows this procedure: 
First, the initial direction is computed as 
-dl = M(qn+l,k) (3.24) 
and normalized as 
(3.25) 
Thus the first direction is the direction in which the underlying solver would have 
moved from the initial point 
To compute the remaining search directions (j=1,2, .. ,J-1), the GMRES solver 
first moves a small distance in the jth direction and calls the underlying solver in order to 
compute the residual at this point Then, the slope of the residual in the jth direction can be 
numerically evaluated using: 
-- - M(q +Ed)- M(q) 
M(q; d) = ----------
£ (3.26) 
where£ is taken to be some small number. In this work,£ is taken to be O.CXH. 
Taking the dot product of this derivative with a unit direction vector will reveal the 
component of the derivative in that direction: 
- --~ = (M(qn+l,k; dj), dJ (3.27) 
If the components of the derivative in all of the known directions are subtracted 





~+1 = M(qn+1,k; ~)- I ~ di 
~1 (3.28) 
Normalizing the new direction vector will give the component of the derivative in 
the new direction: 
(3.29) 




Since G:MRES uses the underlying flow solver to determine the search directions, 
the success and speed of the G:MRES solution method depends greatly on the original flow 
solver's ability to help define useful direction vectors, and hence a subspace that contains 
much of the error components. 
After obtaining the search directions, the solution vector is updated using 
J -
qn+-l,k+1 = qn+1,k + L ajdj 
j=1 
where the undetermined coefficients aj are chosen to minimize: 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
This equation is minimized as follows: 
Let Dj be the matrix of directions {d1 , d2, d 3 , ... , dj} .. Also, let Fj be the 
matrix of directional derivatives given as {M 1 , M2, M 3 , ... , Mj}, where: 
(3.33) 




J J+ (3.34) 
Here, B is the (J+ 1) x (J) matrix: 
btt b!,2 b!,3 b1,J-2b1J-1 b1J 
b2.1 t1l,.2 !12,3 b4J-2 b2,J-1 b2J 
0 ta,2 ta,3 b3,J-2b3J-1 b3J 
B 0 
bJ-l.J-2 bJ-l.J-1 ~-IJ 
0 0 0 bJ,J-1 bJ,J 
0 0 bJ+lJ (3.35) 
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Note that at this point, bJ+l,J is 1t1ot yet known. Saad and Schultz give the 
following fonnula for evaluating this tenn without another function evaluation: 
bJ+l.J = IIM(qn+l,k; trJ>IF- t b..l 
i=l (3.36) 
At this point, Eq. (3.32) is rewritten:: 
(3.37) 
where A is the vector {a1 , a2, a3 , ... , aj}T. Then, using the definition of the first 
direction and Eq. (3.34), Eq. (3.37) becomes: 
IIM(q n+U, + Mt\ II 
2 
= 11md11~1 + Mt\ lll" 
,. 
= llmdllldt+Di+~Alll' 
· = lloj+~ldll~ +BAlli 
2 
2 
= IWidll~ +BAlli (3.38) 
where e is the first column of the (JxJ) identity matrix. 
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This least squares problem is solved using the QR algorithm in UNPACK 
Residual Definition for GMRES 
It is important to remember here that GMRES is a completely separate routine 
from the rest of the code. GMRES is designed to minimize a given residual, which is 
calculated by the underlying code. This means that GMRES does not necessarily follow a 
physically meaningful path to the correct answer. For example, given a steady flow 
problem, the original code (with the Newton iteration disabled, because time-accuracy is 
not required) will march in time until a steady flow is obtained. On the way to the answer, 
the flow field at each time level, while not necessarily representing the real answer at that 
time level (especially for local time stepping), will follow the physics of the problem. 
GMRES, on the other hand, is given this definition for the residual: 
M(qn) = qn+l_ qn 
= F(qn) _ qn (3.39) 
where F(q) is the result given by the underlying solver given an input q. GMRES will get 
the same answer as the pseudo-time-marching code (in a hopefully shorter time), but it will 
do this by simply trying to drive the residual to zero as quickly as possible instead of 
following the physics of the flow. 
Thus, with GMRES, it is important to define a level of residual where there is 
confidence in the answer. This is especially true in the 2-D inviscid transonic calculations 
that were perfonned. In these runs, the GMRES solver would attain a. certain level of 
convergence, depending ori the number of directions employed, and then stop converging. 
It was hypothesized that the GMRES solver found local minima in the residual that it could 
not escape from without having more directions. This was supported by the behavior of 
the solver as directions were added: a lower residual was obtained, and a better solution 
was also calculated. 
The solution, however, varied by up to 20% depending on the number of 
directions used (and thus the level of convergence reached). An investigation into the 
residual levels necessary for reliable answers is needed. 
In these investigations, several residuals were defined for Gl\1RES. In steady 
flow cases, Eq. (3.39) was used, while in unsteady calculations, Eq. (3.20) was 
employed. 
Additional Techniques Employed with GMRES 
The GMRES routine on its own gives very satisfactory convergence properties. 
The major drawback to this method is the amount of memory that is required: for an 'N' 
direction iteration, 'N' complete flow fields must be stored. In two dimensions, this is not 
too much of a problem; but when the code is extended to three dimensions, the memory 
required quickly becomes horrendous. Therefore, several methods were tried in the 2-D 
and 3-D codes to cut down the amount of memory required for the GMRES iteration. 
These are detailed below. 
Newton iteration on GMRES at Each Time Step <Restart). 
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In an attempt to cut down the memory necessary to run GMRES, a Newton 
iteration was used at each time step on the GMRES evaluation. This was a practical way of 
cutting the memory in half. For example, instead of using one GMRES(10) iteration (a 10 
direction GMRES iteration) at each time step (and storing the equivalent of 10 complete 
flow fields), two GMRES(5) iterations (storing only 5 flow fields) were performed. In 
this method, the first GMRES(5) iteration gives an updated q solution for the 'n+ 1' time 
level, and this is used as the input guess for the next iteration (w~ch is still at the 'n+ 1' 
time level). It was found that the residuals for this 'restart' method were equivalent or 
better than the residuals for the single evaluation method. A flow chart of a time step 
follows: 
1) Start with a guess for qn+ 1: qn+ 1,0. 
2) Perform a GMRES(5) iteration on qn+1,0 to get qn+1,1. 
3) Use qn+ 1,1 as the input for another GMRES(5) iteration to get qn+ 1,2, 
4) Go to the next time step. 
This method trades more CPU time for less memory. Note that at time levels 
with smooth, attached flow, the second GMRES(5) iteration may not be necessary. To 
take advantage of this, a user-defined residual tolerance was implemented which allowed 
the second iteration to be skipped when the residual from the first :iteration was low 
enough. 
Multi grid GMRES iteration (2-D) 
In order to further understand the GMRES procedure, several variables were 
investigated. First, the weighting coefficients of the first 20 directions during a dynamic 
stall loop were plotted. This showed the relative importance of the directions in lowering 
the residual at each time step. It was seen that the first 10 directions were by far the most 
important, with the next 10 directions playing an ever-decreasing role in the solution (i.e., 
the coefficient for the 20th direction was usually two orders of magnitude smaller than that 
of the first direction). Only at a very few steps were the higher directions weighted more. 
Next, the first 20 directions of a GMRES iteration on an airfoil in dynamic stall at 
a single time step were plotted. This showed that the first directions were very smooth, 
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while the higher directions looked more jagged and noisy. At this point, it was 
hypothesized that a multigrid method cou1d help speed convergence. Since the first 
directions were smooth (low frequency error), it was thought that a coarse grid evaluation 
with few directions could reduce this error more quickly. 
The multigrid method worked as follows: a V pattern was adopted using two grid 
levels, with a GMRES(5) evaluation at each step in the pattern. On the fine grid, the 
residuals were defined as before (Eq. (3.36)), while the coarse grid used a Ful1 
Approximation Storage scheme residual: 
(3.40) 
where the subscript e denotes an evaluation on the coarse grid, and the subscript f·>e 
refers to a variable transferred from the fine grid to the coarse grid. The additional last two 
terms in Eq. (3.40) are the residual from the first fine grid GMRES(5) evaluation. The first 
of these terms is the residual from the fine grid transferred to the coarse grid, while the 
second term is the residual eva1uated on the coarse grid. These last two terms help to 
reduce any errors in the correction vector due to the grid switch. 
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At each time step, the following procedure is performed: first, a GMRES(5) 
iteration is done on the fine grid. The flow variables are updated and dropped to the coarse 
grid by averaging the fine grid variable values across the volume of the coarse grid. Then, 
a coarse grid GMRES(5) iteration is performed, using Eq. (3.40). At the end of the coarse 
grid evaluation, the correction vector is transferred back to the fine grid using bilinear 
interpolation, and is added to the fine grid flow variables. At this point, another 
GMRES(S) iteration is performed on the fine grid. 
(3.52) 
The reduction is continued, dropping every other line in each sweep, until only the 
center line remains: 
(3.53) 
At this point, the known ~q values are backsubstituted to find the unknown ~q 
values. The backsubstitution is perfonned in the reverse order as the reduction. 
The BCR routine has three drawbacks. First, the processors must communicate 
before every round of reduction and backsubstitution to obtain matrix values that are 
outside of its computational domain. These messages are relatively short, however. 
Second, during the end of the reduction and the beginning of the backsubstitution when 
few lines are left to compute, there are processors idling. It is hoped that the savings in 
computation time compared to the parallel iterative routine will make up for the idle time 
encountered. Third, the BCR routine must have 2141 lines to compute, which means that 
the grid required for the routine is much less flexible than that for the iterative parallel code. 
In order to meet this requirement, the number of i points in the gtid was increased from 163 
to 259. 
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It should be emphasized again that the BCR routine is a direct solver. Once through 
the BCR routine will return the correct answer to the tridiagonal matrix, unlike the iterative 
ADI solver described above. 
GMRES Implementation 
The GMRES routine was implemented on the parallel ADI code em a trial basis after 
the ADI code was validated. When GMRES was initially implemented, a question arose as 
to the definition of the residual to be minimized. 
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Two ideas were tried. The first idea was a completely parallel G MRES 
implementation, where each processor ran a GMRES routine to minimize the residual in its 
particular domain. When a function evaluation is required, the processors work together as 
before to compute a residual, but each processor is concerned only with the residual in its 
portion of the domain. This is equivalent to allowing each direction to have a different 
weighting coefficient in each processor's domain. 
The second idea is a general GMRES implementation. In this scheme, the 
processors work as before to compute the search directions and the residual in its domain; 
but at the end of each function evaluation, the norm of the residual is globally computed 
and used. This is now equivalent to enforcing a single weighting coefficient to be used on 
each direction in the domain (i.e., as in the sequential version). 
Due to time limitations, only steady flow applications were tested with the parallel 
code. The code_ supports time-accurate GMRES, however, and it is suggested that time-
accurate tests be made. 
The GMRES was also implemented on the BCR code, but due to memory 
limitations only 5 directions were used. 
CHAPTER IV 
2-D RESULTS 
In 2-D, only the ADI code was used, since a satisfactory level of convergence 
was always obtainable by employing enough GMRES directions. 
Validation of GMRES Code 
Two steady-state cases were run with GMRES to validate it against the original 
ADI code. In all steady-state cases, a uniform time step w~ used for both GMRES and 
AD I. 
From this point on, the term 'GMRES (J)' will be used to denote a J direction 
GMRES procedure used on a steady state flow problem. 
The first case was inviscid transonic flow (Mach number of 0.8) over a NACA 
0012 airfoil at a 1.25 degree angle of attack. This problem was chosen to see the effects of 
shocks on the GMRES solver. Figures 1 and 2 give the residual and lift <X>efficient history 
comparisons between the original ADI solver and the GMRES (40) code. The GMRES 
(40) solver requires only 50-55% of the CPU time necessary for the ADI code. Also, the 
lift coefficient c6nverges much more rapidly. 
The interesting part of this problem was in choosing the number of GMRES 
directions to use. A typical GMRES run would show the residual dropping rapidly at first, 
and then convergence would slow and stall. It was hypothesized that the GMRES 
procedure was getting caught in a local minima that it cou]dn't find a way out of. As more 
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directions were used in the GMRES procedure, the code converged to a lower level of 
residual before stalling, adding validity to this argument. When less than 40 directions 
were employed, the solution obtained would not match the result given by the original ADI 
code. With 40 directions, the result matched the ADI solution. A run of 80 directions 
showed that there was a limit to the speedup obtainable from using more directions; the 
convergence rate dropped sharply. It is thought that the higher directions contain much 
more noise than the early ones, and thus degrade the solution. Figure 3 shows a 
comparison of the global residuals for various GMRES runs. 
One case was run with GMRES to validate it in the Navier-Stokes mode. The 
problem calculated was that of a NACA 0012 airfoil at a 5 degree angle~ of attack at M = 
0.283 and a Reynolds number of 3,450,000. 
Two GMRES runs were performed, with 10 and 40 directions used. Lift 
coefficient and residual histories are given in Figures 4 and 5, and the pr($SUre distribution 
is compared to the ADI result in Figure 6. Excellent agreement is shown between the 
solvers. 
The stalling phenomenon is seen again in Figure 5, but this time the level of 
residual obtained by the GMRES (10) solver was adequate for the problern. 
Unsteady Flow Analyses 
Once the code was validated, two test 2-D unsteady calculations were performed 
using the GMRES solver to determine if significant savings in CPU time may be obtained 
compared to the original ADI scheme. 
It should be remembered that the approximate factorization used in deriving the 
original noniterative ADI code causes a factorization error to appear due to the splitting of 
the left hand side of the equations from one block pentadiagonal matrix to two tridiagonal 
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matrices. This error is proportional to the time step size. Therefore, to achieve time 
accuracy, the time step must be small enough to keep the factorization error negligible. 
This limitation on dte time step may be removed by performing a Newton iteration 
at each new time level in order to drive the factorization error to zero at each time step. 
Since each Newton iteration is equivalent to one ADI time step, the computation time is 
reduced if the time step multiplier Tis greater than the number of iterations N required for 
an accurate solution at the new time level. This is illustrated in Figure (IV. I). 
n n+1 n+2 n+4 n+S 
T=S 
Figure (IV .1 ): Illustration of N~wton Time Stepping 
Note that the Newton iteration procedure is equivalent to a one direction GMRES 
step that is restarted N times. 
The time step limitation may also be circumvented by using the correction vector 
from the Newton iterative solver as the function to be minimized by the GMRES solver. 
Since a J direction GMRES iteration requires J calls to the function evaluator (each of 
which is equivalent to an ADI time step), the computation time may be reduced in a similar 
manner to the Newton iterative procedure. This is illustrated in Figure (IV.2). 
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n n+1 n+2 n+3 n+4 n+S 
/ 
T=S 
Figure (IV .2): Illustration of GMRES Time Stepping. 
From this point on, the term 'GMRES (Jff)' will be used to denote a J direction 
GMRES procedure being performed at each time step of an unsteady calculation; the time 
step employed will beT times larger than the noniterative ADI time step. 
The first test case evaluates the solver's ability to handle unsteady transonic flow. 
A plunging NACA 64A010 airfoil at a Mach number (M...) of 0.8 and a reduced frequency 
(based on half chord) of 0.2 is solved in the Euler mode. The plunging motion is defined 
by the equation 
Y 't = -M
00
sin (1 O)sin (rot) 
(4.1) 
At first, a time step of 20 times the ADI time step was employed {GMRES 
(x/20)}, but it became apparent that this was too large to resolve the shock motion 
properly. A time step factor of 5 was found to be small enough to adequately resolve the 
physics of the problem, but the GMRES was not stable using less than 10 directions, 
which resulted in over a lOOo/o increase in computer time. This illustrates the tradeoff 
between having the large time step necessary for effective speedup with GMRES and the 
small enough time step to accurately model the physics of the problem. 
The lift and pitching moment histories are plotted as a function of phase angle, 
rot, and are compared with the Euler calculations by Steger [Ref. 20] in Figures 7 and 8. 
Another case which was tested is a Navier-Stokes calculation for a NACA 0012 
airfoil in the deep dynamic stall condition. The Mach number is 0.283, the Reynolds 
number is 3.45 million, and the reduced frequency is 0.151. The airfoil motion is defined 
by 
a= 15° -10°cos (rot) (4.2) 
A time step factor of 20 was tried initially. To get a comparison with the original 
ADI code, 20 directions were run {GMRES (20/20)}. Not~ that this takes much longer 
than the original ADI code to run, due to the GMRES overhead. Figures 9, 10, and 11 
compare ·the GMRES results with experimental results by McAlister et al (Ref. 21). While 
the GMRES (20/20) code does not get quantitatively good results, the result follows the 
experiments qualitatively. Thus, the GMRES (20/20) run was chosen as a benchmark to 
compare later runs to. Figure 12 gives the residual history of the GMRES (20/20) run. 
The next series of runs were performed to see what sort of speedups were likely 
from GMRES. For this set, a time step of 20 times the ADI time step was used (i.e., 
GMRES (x/20)). The number of directions were set at 10 and 5. Results for lift, moment, 
and residual are shown in Figures 13, 14, and 15. These are plotted against time as it is 
easier to judge results in this way. The output shows that GMRES ( 10/20) is very nearly 
as good as (20/20), while accuracy begins to fall off in the (5/20) run. Timings for these 
runs are given in Table (IV .1). 
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CPU seconds required %of ADI time 
for 1 c_ycl (~ of pitch 
ADI 3958 100.0 
GMRES (20/20) 5679 143.5 
GMRES (5/20) 1971 49.8 
GMRES (10/20) 3079 77.8 
Table (IV.1) GMRES (x/20) timings 
The next series of runs were done to see the effect of the time step on the G:MRES 
solver. From the results of the last series, GMRES (x/2x) was chosen (number of 
directions equal to half of the time step factor). These results are shown in Figures 16, 17, 
18, 19, 20, and 21. The results were split into two groups to keep the graphs legible. 
From these graphs, it can be seen that there is a tradeoff between accuracy of the GMRES 
iteration (which goes up with number of directions) and the time step necessary to resolve 
flow phenomena. From this series of runs, it appears that a time factor of 20 is the best 
choice in this case. Timings for these runs are given in Table (IV.2), though timings were 
not available for the GMRES (20/40) case. It is seen from this table how the GMRES 
overhead increases dramatically with the number of directions used. 
CPU seconds required %of ADI time 
for 1 c_ycl e of pitch 
ADI 3958 100.0 
GMRES (5/10) 3087 78.0 
GMRES (10/20) 3079 77.8 
GMRES (40/80) 3957 100.0 
Table (IV .2) GMRES (x/2x) timings 
Another experiment was tried to reduce the amount of memory required for the 
GMRES calculation. In this run, the GMRES iteration was carried out more than once per 
time step with less directions (e.g., two 5 direction iterations instead of one 10 direction 
iteration per time step). This is effectively doing a Newton iteration on top of the GMRES 
iteration. The advantage was that the memory necessary for the G:MRES iteration was cut 
in half. The possible disadvantage was that the second set of GMRES directions were not 
necessarily orthogonal to the first set 
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It was found that the 'restart' method worked better than the single step method 
for this case. The residual had much less 'noise' than before, and was lower. It was 
hypothesized that the restart method allows the GMRES solver to recover from a bad initial 
guess for the flow field at the new time level. Since the contributiion of the higher 
directions are small compared to the initial directions, it is not too surprising that the 
residuals would be comparable. Figure 22 compares the residual histories of the two runs, 
while Fig. 23 shows the lift coefficient histories. 
It was noticed that the number of directions needed for a given level of 
convergence was less in the portion of the cycle where the flow is attached. To take 
advantage of this, a switching mechanism based on residual was implemented in the restart 
solver. In this variant, the second GMRES iteration is not performed if the residual is 
below a user-specified tolerance. This resul~,d in a 30% speedup over the original restart 
code when a tolerance of 5 x to-7 was input. Results of this run are given in Figures 24 
and 25. 
Timings for this series of runs are given in Table (IV.3). 
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CPU seconds required %of ADI time 
for 1 cydeofpitch 
ADI 3958 100.0 
GMRES (10/20) 3079 77.8 
GMRES (5:5/20) 3110 78.6 
GMRES (Sdyn/20) 2644 66.8 
Table (IV.3) Restart G:MRES timings 
Multigrid Analysis 
At this point, a multigrid solver was introduced to try to reduce the number of 
GMRES directions necessary for convergence (and thus reduce the total memory required). 
In each iteration, the variables are transferred to a coarse grid and a GMRES iteration is 
perform~..d there. It was hoped that this coarse grid calculation would aid in minimizing the 
low frequency error components, while the fine grid iterations reduced the high frequency 
error components. The multigrid solver used three 5 direction GMRES iterations per time 
step in a F-C-F pattern. In order to compare these with prior results, it was decided to use 
the same number of fine grid directions per iteration. 
To validate the ~ultigrid solver, the same steady runs were performed. The 
multigrid solve~ gave impressive speedups as compared to the fine-grid-only GMRES 
results. One noticeable difference was that the transonic steady case only took 5 directions 
to converge (down from 40 with only the fine grid). Residual histories for the steady runs 
are given in Fig. 26 and 27. 
The multigrid solver was then run in unsteady mode on the dynamic stall test 
case. In Figures 28, 29, and 30, a (20/20) run is compared to a fine-grid··only (5:5/20) run 
(two 5 direction iterations per time step) and a F-C-F (5:5/20) run (a 5 direction evaluation 
on the fine grid, then the coarse grid, then on the fine grid again). In effect, this is testing 
the effectiveness of the coarse grid evaluation. No appreciable gain due to multigrid was 
apparent except when the flow is attached and the flowfield is relatively smooth. 
Table (IV.4) gives the timings for these runs. 
CPU seconds required %of ADI time 
for 1 cycle of pitch 
ADI 3958 100.0 
G:tvfRES (5:5/20) 3110 78.6 
G:tvfRES (5fcf/20) 3561 90.0 
Parallel Steady Flow Analyses 
First, the ADI code was implemented on a 32 processor Intel iPSC/860 MIMD 
parallel computer. Test runs for steady flow only were performed with from 4 to 32 
processors. 
Even though these runs were for steady flow cases, pseudo time-accuracy was a 
goal (i.e., the same answer being achieved on each iteration regardless of the number of 
processors employed). In order to accomplish this, the maximum change in Aq on the 
boundaries was computed, and s-sweep iterations were performed until the maximum 
change in Aq was less than 1% of its absolute value. This criteria proved to be adequate 
for a time-accurate computation; usually between 12 and 25 iterations were necessary for 
convergence, with the number of iterations increasing with the number of processors used. 
Using the values for Aq* on the boundaries as the first guess for Aq proved to be the best 
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initial guess tested, and convergence was adequate, but an improved iteration procedure 
would speed the solver dramatically. 
The problem chosen was the Navier-Stokes test problem; that of a NACA 0012 
airfoil at a 5 degree angle of attack, with a freestream Mach number of 0.283 and Reynolds 
number of 3,450,000. 
Figure 31 shows the residual histories of these runs for 4, 8, 16, and 32 
processors. The speedup obtainable with larger numbers of processors <=an be seen, but it 
is also noted that the speedup factor is not ideal, as shown in Figure 32. The timings are 
given in Table (IV.5). 
Figure 33 shows the moment coefficient histories as a function of the number of 
iterations required, and the pseudo time-accuracy of this code is illustrated; all results fall 
identically on the same line. 
Number of CPU time CPU time for CPU time 
Processors required for ideal speedup requinrl'ideal 
1000 iterations CPU time 
4 (IJ37 (IJ37 1.0 
8 3230 3018.5 1.070 
16 1985 1509.25 1.315 
32 1463 754.625 1.939 
Table (IV.5): Parallel Iterative ADI Timings for 1000 Iterations 
At this point, the GMRES scheme was added. Since time was not available to 
develop the parallel GMRES routine, these results are extremely preliminary. 
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Figure 34 shows the residual history of the 10 direction GMRES runs with 8 
processors. In this figure, '8p10d/s' denotes the version with separate residuals for each 
processor, while '8p10d/g' represents the version with a global residual! solver. The runs 
are compared to those of the standard ADI with 8 and 32 processors. Note that the 8 
processor global GMRES solver is actually faster than the 32 processor standard code, 
while the separate GMRES code is slower than the 4 processor s~dard code. It is 
hypothesized that this is occurring because the separate GMRES code causes the 
processors to struggle against each other while trying to minimize the residual in their 
respective domains. 
The next figures show the effect of the Block Cyclic Reduction tridiagonal matrix 
solver on the parallel code. The BCR routine required 2141 computational points to run; 
therefore the number of i points was increased from 163 to 259 (since the i=1 and i=imax 
points are not computed by the tridiagonal solver). 
The intial runs of the BCR algorithm were performed on the same case as the 
iterative code. Figure 35 shows the residual histories of these runs for 4, 8, 16, and 32 
processors. The speedup obtainable with larger numbers of processors can be seen, but it 
is also noted that the speedup factor is not ideal, as shown in Figure 36. The timings are 
given in Table (IV.6). 
Since the BCR routine is a direct solve, the answers are not compared because they 
are identical. 
It is seen that the BCR routine is much faster than the iterative scheme, but the BCR 
routine does not scale as well with the number of processors used. This is because the 
· number of messages increases with the number of processors; also, the number of idle 
processors increases. 
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Number of CPU time/1000 Ideal CPU time CPU time 
processors iterations required/ideal 
CPU time 
4 3460 3460 1.0 
8 2068 1730 1.195 
16 1396 865 1.613 
32 1096 432.5 2.534 
Table (IV.6): BCR ADI Timings for 1000 Iterations 
The global GMRES code was also implemented on the BCR code, though memory 
limitations of the Intel iPSC/860 prevented more than 5 directions being used. It is seen 
that the code is converging even with such a low number of directions, but the convergence 
rate is understandably lower than if more din~tions were employed. Figure 37 compares 




In 3-D, both the ADI code and a new LU-SGS code was used, since a 
satisfactory level of convergence was not always obtainable by employing more GMRES 
directions. 
Validation of G MRES Code 
One steady-state case was run with GMRES to validate it against the original ADI 
code. It was felt that a single validation case was adequate. 
The steady-state 3-D validation case was that of an F-5 wing at a zero degree angle 
of attack. The freestream Mach number was 0.9, with a Reynolds number of 11,000,000. 
The Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model was used. 
First, the original ADI code was run with eigenvalue-scaled local time stepping. 
Then, a GMRES solver was implemented, using 20 directions. 
The residual definition for the 3-D code was not immediately apparent, since the 
underlying ADI code is a hybrid formulation that sweeps in the spanwise direction. 
Usually, the original code is set to sweep from root to tip in one step; in the next step, the 
sweep is from tip to root. 
The initial GMRES implementation had one sweep per function evaluation, with the 
sweep direction being changed between GMRES steps. This caused problems because the 
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problem to be minimized by the GMRES solver changed every step, and the GMRES 
solver oscillated from step to step. 
Then a two-sweep function evaluation was tried. In this method, the GMRES 
residual is defined as the result of a root-to-tip sweep and a tip-to-root sweep (two ADI 
steps). This definition worked well, and was used for all steady-state problems. 
Then, convergence problems with GMRES in 3-D were encountered. When 
coupled with the hybrid ADI solver, the GMRES (20) solver would converge for a short 
time, and then stall. The residual obtained was too high for a useful solution; in fact, 
spurious shocks were in the flow field. 
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Some directions given by the ADI solver were plotted, and they contained 
considerable high-frequency noise. It appeared that the higher directions contained only 
noise, and the weighting coefficients for these directions were very small. 
Both the ADI and GMRES solvers have been applied to the three cases discussed 
below. A I2I x I9 x 4I grid was used for all viscous calculations, and a I2I x I9 x 2I 
grid was used for the inviscid case. All timings and memory requirements given are from 
the NASA-Langley Cray Y IMP using a single processor. All of the n~siduals shown are 
computed using the L2 norm. All of the experimental results cited are from Tijdeman, et. 
al. (Ref. 20). 
Steady Transonic Flow about an F-5 Wing 
To validate the 3-D GMRES code, steady transonic flow about an F-5 wing at 
freestream Mach number of 0.9, Re = II x I06, and a= 0~0° was solved. The F-5 wing 
geometry contains large sweep, high taper, and drooped, sharp leading edges, ar~d is a 
standard configuration recommended by AGARD for code validation. Initially, the 
noniterative ADI solver was run to get a baseline solution and estimates of CPU time. 
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Next, the GMRES routine was applied to the noniterative ADI solver, defining the 
function to be minimized as: 
n+l n 1'\ 
q -q =M(q J=O (5.1) 
. . 
Initially, the same input settings (i.e., time step, dissipation coefficients, etc.) used 
by the noniterative ADI solver were employed in the iterative ADI function evaluator. This 
version was run with various numbers of GMRES directions. It quickly became apparent 
that the higher G:MRES directions contained little useful information due to high-frequency 
noise, and this stalled the convergence before an adequate answer was obtained. In order 
to damp out the high-frequency noise, the implicit dissipation coefficients were increased in 
the ADI preconditioner, and a competitive convergence rate was achieved with the G:MRES 
solver using 20 directions (referred to hereafter as G:MRES (20)). The GMRES (20) 
solver had a slow initial convergence rate, but its asymptotic convergence rate at later 
iterations was comparable to the ADI scheme. 
The ADI code required 2.77 megawords (mW) of memory to run, while the 
GMRES (20) code required 14.55 mW- a fivefold increase which is re,quired for storing 
the 20 directions. Fig. 38 compares the L2 norm of the residuals of the original ADI solver 
with the GMRES (20) results for various implicit dissipation ('II)' on the graph) 
coefficients. ~ig. 39 shows the lift coefficient histories of these runs, and Fig. 40 
compares the pressure coefficients at the 18.1% spanwise station given by the 20 direction 
GMRES solver with that of the original ADI solver and experiment 
From these calculations, it was concluded that the GMRES solve:r will give results 
identical to the ADI solver for steady state application. Since the goal of the present study 
was to reduce the CPU time necessary for unsteady applications, this case was not pursued 
further to see if additional speedups using GMRES were possible. 
LU-SGS Solver Applied to 3-D Steady Rows 
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At this point, the LU-SGS 3-D solver was applied to this steady flow problem. It 
should be noted that this implementation of the LU solver is far from optimal; a fully 
vectorized version would have required a total rewrite of the RHS (residual) calculation 
subroutines, which would have greatly increased the debugging time necessary. Instead, 
the LU solver was implemented only as a LHS replacement for the ADI solver, and 
evaluated as a preconditioner for the GMRES routine. 
An initial run of the LU solver caused some concern because the L2 norm of the 
residual did not drop monotonically as did the residual from the ADI solver. Instead, the 
residual would oscillate while generally decreasing. It was felt that this could cause 
problems such as the "stalling" phenomenon noticed with the ADI. 
Due to time constraints, only the steady inviscid F5 wing case was run. In this 
case, the grid is identical, except that 21 normal points were used instead of 41. In order to 
minimize the stalling, the LU solver was run alone for 250 iterations from a cold start, and 
this solution was used to start the GMRES steady solver. 
In Figure 41, the L2 norm computed by the original LU solver is compared to that 
of the GMRES (20) and GMRES (5) schemes. All of these runs use a fl parameter of 1.0 
and an explicit dissipation parameter of 0.01. It is seen that the 5 direction solver stalls 
within 4 steps, and the residual is never reduced after that. The 20 direction solver 
however, does succeed in reducing the residual slightly faster than the original LU solver. 
To determine if more speedup is possible with the GMRES solver, the fl parameter 
was varied between 0.65 and 1.0. It was seen that a higher value generally retarded the 
convergence, and a lower value increased the convergence rate. It was found that even 
though the original code was unstable with ~ = 0.65, the GMRES procedure stabilized the 
code; however, the convergence rate was reduced with this low value of~· It was found 
that a (3 value around 0.70 gave the best GMRES convergence rate, and this is illustrated in 
Figure 42. 
For unsteady flow problems, an earlier version of the LU solver was evaluated and 
found to show no advantages over the existing 3-D ADI code. Therefore, research on the 
LU solver for unsteady flows was not pursued. 
Unsteady Viscous Flow about an fi"-5 Wing with an Oscillating Flap 
The second case investigated is the unsteady flow over an F-5 wing with a 
harmonically oscillating trailing edge control surface, hinged at x/c = 0.82. The trailing 
edge oscillates at a frequency of 20Hz, the Moo= 0.90, Re = 11.0 x 1~i, awing= 0.0°, and 
~ap = ±0.5o. 
The unsteady pressure coefficients from the ADI calculation compared with the 
experimental data for this case are shown in Fig. 43 and 44. In the comparison, the real 
and imaginary components of the pressure coefficients are defined as: 
(5.2) 
The data presented in Fig. 43 and 44 are for the initial3/4 cycle of oscillation, at the 
18.1% span station. Our studies with the noniterative ADI solver indicate that even better 
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correlation with the experimental data can be achieved if the solution is allowed to march 
more than one cycle or until no discrepancies are found between successive cycles of 
oscillation. 
The preconditioner for the GMRES calculation was the iterative ADI solver 
described in Chapter 3. Within each time level, local time steps are used for the sub-
iterations. That is, Eq. (3.6) is replaced by: 
where ~~j.k is the locaJ time step, which is a function of the grid and Joca' flow conditions. 
For initial comparisons, a five direction GMRES run was made at five times the 
ADI time step (GMRES (5/5), where the first number designates the nurnber of directions, 
and the second number is the time step factor), and the GMRES solution followed the ADI 
solution exactly. 
After the initial validation, the GMRES time step factor was increased to 
numericalJy determined the largest time step that can be used without large loss of accuracy 
due to temporal discretization errors. To carry out this task, GMRES (5/10) and (5/20) 
runs were perfC?nned. Both the (5/10) and (.5/20) runs gave good results while providing 
significant speedups, but the (5/20) results showed some degradation in solution accuracy. 
The CPU time and memory required for the ADI and three GMRES runs are shown in 
Table (V.l). 
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Memory(mW) CPU time (sec) CPU {o/o of ADI) 
ADI 3.66 5533 100 
GMRES (5/10) 7.72 3952 71 
GMRES (5/20) 7.72 2002 :36 
Table (V.l): Unsteady Transonic Viscous Aow Computer Requirements 
Time histories of the mid half-span moment coefficient for two GMRES runs are 
compar~,d in Fig. 45. It is seen that the results are identical to that of the ADI solver. 
Figure 46 shows the residual histories of the GMRES runs, and Figures 47 and 48 
compare the real and imaginary components of the pressure coefficients with both 
experiment and the ADI solver. 
It should be remembered that the imaginary component of the pressure coefficient is 
measured at the times when the flap is moving the fastest. Therefore, the imaginary 
component of the pressure coefficient is the best measure of the time accuracy of the code. 
Conversely, the real component of the pressure coefficient is measured when the flap is 
moving the slowest, and is a much I<X>Ser measure of time accuracy. 
Unsteady Flow about an F-5 Wing in Modal Vibration 
The third case investigated is the unsteady inviscid flow about an F-5 wing 
undergoing modal vibration. In this case, Moo= 0.90, Clwing = 0.0°, Closcmatioo = ±0.5°, with 
an oscillation frequency of 40Hz (reduced frequency of 0.275). The amjplitude of the wing 
surface deformation is defined by: 
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w(x,y) = -0.329 + 0.977x- 0.088y + 0.244xy 
2 2 
- 0.077y - 0.091xy (5.4) 
Eq. (5.4) gives a pure angular displacement with the nondimensionalization 
performed such that the tangent of the angle of oscillation at experimental span station 2 is 
equal to one. The pressure coefficient may be separated into real and imaginary 
components by using Eq. (5.2). 
The results of the original ADI code are compared to experiment in Figures 49 and 
50. The ADI code required 1.5 mW of memory to run, and took 698 CPU seconds to 
complete 3/4 of a cycle of oscillation. 
Since this simulation requires very little CPU time, it was used to more thoroughly 
determine the effects of both the time stf~p and the error at each s1tep on the solution 
accuracy. 
Again, GMRES (5/5) was used as an initial (Un, and the results were identical to the 
original ADI code. To limit the GMRES memory requirements, only 5 directions were 
employed. The 5 direction GMRES code required 4.1 mW of memory to run (2.73 times 
larger than the original ADI code). 
Effects of Time Step on Solution with Five Directions 
At this point, the time step was increased to determine the maximum time steps 
possible with 5 GMRES directions. Time steps that were 10, 20, and 40 times larger than 
those used by the ADI scheme were tried. Since shock speed is sensitive to time step size, 
and critically affects pitching moment, the mid-half span moment coefficient histories were 
used to study the effects on solution accuracy, as shown in Fig. 51. The residual histories 
of the GMRES runs are shown in Fig. 52. The real and imaginary components of the 
pressure coefficient at the 18.1% spanwise station are shown in Fig. 53, 54, 55, and 56. 
These graphs are split for legibility. 
These figures show that the solution begins to degrade slightly at 20 times the ADI 
time step, and the moment coefficient, influenced by shock speed, is very different at 40 
times the time step. To put this into perspective, the nondimensionalized ADI time step is 
(5.5) 
One complete cycle of harmonic oscillation requires 1270 tin1e steps, which is 
0.283 degrees of harmonic oscillation per time step. In this manner, it is seen that a 
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GMRES (5/40) computation takes only 32 time steps per cycle, which is 11.33 degrees of 
harmonic oscillation per step. With such a large time step, an error in shock speed is not 
entirely unexpected. 
Memory CPU time CPU 
(mW) (sec) (%of ADI) 
ADI 1.4 698 100 
GMRES 4.1 513 74 
(5/10) 
GMRES 4.1 265 38 
(5tiO) 
GMRES 4.1 131 19 
(5140) 
Table (V .2): Unsteady Inviscid Transonic Flow Computer Requirements 
The CPU time and memory required for the ADI and three GMRES runs are shown 
in Table (V .2). 
Effect of Residual Magnitude on Solution Accuracy (Time Step Fixed) 
The next area of investigation is to determine if a larger time step may be employed 
if the error is reduced more at each time step. Using the GMRES solver, there are two 
ways to accomplish this: either use more directions in each iteration, or perform more than 
one GMRES iteration at each time step ('restart' GMRES). Restart Gtvffi.ES is discussed 
in detail in Chapter 3. 
Memory(mW) CPU time (sec) CPU (%; of ADI) 
ADI 1.4 698 100 
GMRES (5/40) -1 4.1 131 19 
GMRES (5/40) -2 4.1 262 38 
GMRES (5/40) -3 4.1 390 56 
GMRES (5/40) -4 4.1 525 75 
Table (V.3): CPU time and memory Usage for AD1 and GMRES Calculations 
for Row about an FS Wing in Modal Vibration 
Restart GMRES was chosen in order to keep the memory requirements constant. 
The restart code was employed on the GMRES (5/40) run, and up to four 5-direction 
GMRES iterations were used per time step (GMRES (5/40)- 1, (5/40)- 2, etc.). As more 
iterations were used, and the error residual decreased, the answer approached the ADI 
solution, but smeared out the pressure peaks. Figures 57 and 58 compare the imaginary 
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componf~nts of the pressure coefficients computed by the restart GMRES (5/40) - x code at 
the 18.1% span station. Figure 59 shows the residual histories of the GMRES (5/40) - x 
runs. 
The CPU time and memory required for the ADI and three GMRES runs are shown 
in Table (V .3). 
Effect of Time Step on Solution Accuracy (Magnitude Fixed) 
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The next part of this investigation was to compare various GMRES runs which use 
different time steps but result in the same error magnitude. This would isolate the effect of 
the time step on the unsteady solution. To illustrate the results, a GNIRES (5/20) - 2 run is 
compared to a GMRES (5/40) - 4 code that achieved almost identical error residuals. Fig. 
60 shows the imaginary component of the pressure coefficient at the 18.1% span station. It 
is shown that even at this very large time step, the GMRES code still resolves the shock 
location well, but the shock is somewhat smeared as the time step is increased. 
The CPU time and memory required for the ADI and GMRES runs are shown in 
Table (V.4). 
Memory(mW) CPU time (sec) CPU(% of ADI) 
ADI 1.4 698 100 
GMRES (5/20) -2 4.1 536 ~n 
GMRES (5/40) -4 4.1 525 75 
Table (V.4): CPU time and memory usage for ADI and GMRES calculations for 
flow about an F5 wing in modal vibration 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The GMRES algorithm was implemented on unsteady compressible viscous flow 
solvers in both two and three dimensions, and reduced the CPU time necessary for these 
computations by nearly 60% in most cases. The drawback to the GMRES procedure is the 
increased storage required by the search directions. 
It was shown that a Newton/AD! procedure was an effective preconditioner for 
GMRES, but a simpler preconditioner such as an LU-SGS scheme may prove to be more 
efficient. A 3-D LU-SGS solver was implemented, but was not vectorized to take full 
advantage of the LU-SGS algorithm. With a fully vectorized code, however, the LU-SGS 
scheme may well be competitive. 
In the 2-D code, restart GMRES was investigated, and found to be an effective way 
to cut the memory requirements of the GMilliS method while not requiring much more 
CPU time. Also, multigrid methods were implemented, and while they greatly improved 
steady-state convergence, in unsteady applications it was found that the greater accuracy 
did not warrant the extra CPU time required. 
The restart GMRES also was effective in 3-D, and the memory :requirements were 
only about twice that of the original ADI code;~. The CPU time required by the GMRES 3-D 
code was as low as 36% of that of the ADI code, while still retaining gocd accuracy. 
A parallel version of GMRES was implemented on the NASA-Langley Intel 
iPSC/860, and preliminary results were obtained. The global GMRES did very well, but 
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the separate GMRES did not do well at all. It was also found that a Block Cyclic 
Reduction routine sped up the function evaluation procedure, but that the memory required 
by the BCR routine reduced the number of GMRES directions that could be used. 
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In the future, the GMRES research on sequential computers should concentrate on 
testing various preconditioners to establish the most effective ones. The GMRES research 
on parallel computers should not only investigate alternate preconditioners that are more 
paralleliz.able, but also investigate more efficient ways of inverting the tridiagonal matrices 
encountered in ADI solution procedures. 
Finally, after more 2-D experience is gained and a machine with more memory is 
available, the parallel code should be rewritten in 3-D. With this version of the code, 
extension to 3-D is straightforward. 
APPENDIX A 
TRANSFORMATION TO CURVILINEAR COORDINATES 
This appendix details the transformation of the governing equations from 
Cartesian to generalized curvilinear coordinates. For simplicity and to save space, only the 
2-D equations are considered; extension to 3-D is straightforward. 
The Navier-Stokes equations written in Cartesian coordinates are: 
The transformed coordinates are: 
From the chain rule: 
s = s(x,z,t) 
t = t(x,z,t) 
"t=t 
at= a't + siJ; + tf1t 
dx= s,P; + t,Pt 





Applying Eq. (A.3) to the governing equations gives: 
a-8 + ~iJsq + l;IJtq 
+~i;E + t;,itE + s.jJsG + ~RsG = 
R1e(;,p~R + ";,P~R + ';,P~T + l;,!)tT) 
(A.4) 
At this point, it is noticed that the numerical evaluation of the transformed 
derivatives (x't, x; ,Xl;, etc.) will have the same problems with computational accuracy 
that the original equations did (i.e., they must be computed on a stretched, non-Cartesian 
grid). To avoid this problem, the derivatives of the transformation vruiables (which are 
evaluated in the physical plane) are rewritten in terms of the derivatives of the Cartesian 
grid variables (which are evaluated in the computational plane, and thus are more accurate). 
This transformation is performed as follows: 
Eq. (A.3) is written in matrix form as: 
at 1 r;t l;t a't 
iJX = 0 l;);,x as 
iJZ 0 I;zl;,z at 
(A.5) 
Or, by using the chain rule to find the curvilineru- derivativ~es in terms of the 
Cartesian derivatives, one obtains: 
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(A.6) 
Solving Eq. (A.6) for the Cartesian derivatives gives: 
(A.7) 
where J is the Jacobian of transformation and is defined: 
(A.8) 






t;t = -x.J;,£ z.J;,~ (A.9) 
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At this point, it should be noted that Eq. (A.4), which is the transformed 
governing equation, is not written in conservation form (there are non-constant terms 
outside the flux and viscous derivatives). In order to express the transformed governing 
equation in conservation form, the following derivation is performed: 
First, Eq. (A.4) is multiplied by the reciprocal of the Jacobian ( 1/J). Then the 
chain rule is applied to the resulting terms. For example, the second term term becomes: 
(A.lO) 





These expressions for M 1' M2, and M3 are equal to zero. This is shown by 
using Eq. (A.9) to rewrite Eq. (A.l2) as: 
M 1 = a4x;zt-z;xd + a~-x,_;zt+z.ct) 
+ aJ_¥;··z,;x~ = 0 
M 2= a~ zt) +ad-z;)= zt;-z;t = 0 
M 3 = a~-xt) + adxd= x;t- xts = _o (A.l3) 
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These terms may be regrouped to give 
(A.l5) 
where: 
p pu pw 
1 pu 1 puU + ;,p 1 pu W + l;,,p 
q=r . E=- ·G=-
pw I J pwU + ;J' I J pwW + tJ> 
e U(e+p)- ;tP W (e+p)-l;,tP 
0 0 
1 ;x'txx + ;z'txz 1 l;, x't xx + l;, z't xz 
R=- ·T=-J ;x'txz + ;z'tzz I J l;, x't xz + l; z't zz 
;~4+ ;}'4 t;,~4 + t;,)"4 
(A.l7) 
with the contravariant velocities U and V given as: 
u = st + s,p + s zw 
W = l;,t + ~,p + l;,zw 
The transformed viscous tenns are: 
"'""= {~S,Ps + t,p~-~Szws + tzw~] 
"'xz= ,(s,u s + t,ud + (sxws + t~~] 
..:zz= {~szws + t,wd- ~S,ps + t,pd] 
R4 = u,;"" + wtxz + ~( ) S,P/ + t,ill;," j Pr y-1 






DISCRETIZATION IN TIME AND SPACE 
The 2-D Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations written in curvilinear form 
are gtven as: 
(B.l) 
This equation is discretized by using the Euler implicit scheme, which is first 
order accurate in time and second order accurate in space. The time derivative is 
approximated by a first order forward difference. Using Taylor series expansion: 
where O(A"t2) indicates that this expression is first order accurate in time (second order 
terms are truncated). In this expression, Aqn+ 1 ,k is the change in the flow properties 
between the 'k' and 'k+l' iteration levels, and 'n' is the old time level (at which the flow 
properties are known), while 'n+ I' is the new time level where the iteration is taking place. 
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Using Eq.(A.2), the unknown time level 'n+ 1' can be computed using the flow properties 
at the known 'n' time level. 
The spatial derivative terms are approximated with second order accurate central 
difference operators. For example, 
In the computational plane, ~s is taken as one and i,j is a grid node point 
With this discretization method, the computational stencil for the convective terms 
E and G depend only on the values of the variables at the grid points acUacent to the node 
being computed. In order to have the same stencil with the viscous terms Rand T, the half 
points between the nodes are used. 
The viscous terms (b;R and b~T) in the governing equations all have the form 
b;<oo;u), where c consists of the metrics of transformation and the viscosity. These terms 
are discretized using the values of the derivatives at the half points surrounding the node 
being computed: 
[ (ci+l~j+ c~J(ui+~j- uiJ) _ (ci,j+ ci-1,~(u~j- ui-1,J] 2 ~; 2 ~; 
=--------------------------------As 
= ~(ci+l,j+ cJu i+l,j- u~- (ci.i + ci-JXui.i- ui-LJ] 
u; 
(B.4) 
This discretization gives a compact three point stencil. As before, the grid 
spacing on the computational plane is taken to be unity. 
Substituting into Eq. (B.l), the discretized equation becomes: 
(B.5) 




LINEARIZATION OF THE DISCRETIZED EQUATIONS 
The discretized equation from before is: 
b;{ + a~b~En+l + btGn+~ = ::(b~Rn+l + btTn+I) 
+ ~a~~ A~~ ar; ~ (C. I) 
Given the flow variables at the 'n' time level, equation set (C.l) can now be 
solved to obtain the flow variables at the 'n+l' time level. Unfortunately, this set of 
algebraic equations are coupled and highly nonlinear, making them very difficult to solve. 
To make these equations easier to solve, the convection terms E and G are linearized about 
time level 'n+l' and iteration level 'k' by means of Taylor series: 
( )
n+U 
En+I,k+I = En+I,k + : aqn+I,k + o(a~) 
= En+l,k + An+l,k~qn+l,k + o(~'t2) 
(C.2) 
n+U 
Gn+l,k+l = Gn+U< + ~=) Aqn+l,k + da~ ~ 
= Gn+l,k + Cn+U~qn+l,k + d~'t ~ 
(C.3) 
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where A and Care the Jacobian matrices of the flux vectors E and G. These matrices are 
defined: 
aE aE ac 
A=-=s~+s-+s-aq xaq zaq 
aG aE ac 
C=-=~~+~x-+~z-
dq aq aq (C.4) 
aE aG 
where I is the 4x4 identity matrix; aq and aq are the flux Jacobian matrices of E and G with 
respect to q. After evaluating these and substituting into Eq. (C.4), A and C become: 
AorC= 
where 
kt kx kz 
2 kzu -kxy1w kx4> - ue kt+ e- k~iJ 
2 
k:z+ -we kxw- k;Xf-1 kt+ e -kzy2w 
- e ( h1- +, k p 1- y 11e kp1-y 1ve 
Y1 = Y -1 
y2= y- 2 









e =k,p + kzw 
k={;forA} 
l;, for C 
(C.6) 
Since these expansions are also first order accurate in time, this linearization will 
not affect the time accuracy of the solution. 
The viscous terms are lagged to the 'k' iteration level, as their 1nagnitude is small 
at high Reynolds numbers. 
When Eqs. (C.2) and (C.3) are substituted into (C.l), the linearized equations are 
written as: 
(C.7) 
This equation set is first order accurate in time and second order accurate in space. 
In 3-D, the derivation is similar. Since 3-D ADI is at best neutrally stable, an 
explicit sweeping procedure is performed in the spanwise direction (1')), using updated flow 
variables as they become available. This allows a 2D ADI problem to be solved at each 





where the superscript (n,n+l) is used to represent the explicit spanwise sweep. 
In 3-D, the definitions of A and C change: 
(C.9) 
and A and C become: 
kt kx ky kz 0 




k/ -ve kxv -k;p k1+ 8- Jt;:f kzv- ky 1w k;1 
2 kr·k; 1v k1+ 8-khw kJ1 y -we k,.w - k.J fl 
·8 b-+~ kb -yu8 kJ'l·yp8 
kzb1-y1w8 k,+yl9 
1 X 1 1 
C.lO) 
where: 
Yt = Y -1 
Y2= Y- 2 
2 (y -l~u 2 + v 2 + w~ + = ..:..:......___,!, ___ ____,;,... 
2 
e =k,p + kyv + kzw 





SOLUTION PROCEDURE FOR APPROXIMATE FACTORIZATION 
The factored set of equations to be solved are: 
where for 2-0: 
Eq. (0.1) is solved by perfonning two sweeps. First~ a sweep in the; direction: 
(0.3) 
where {Aq*} is a temporary vector. 
The next sweep is in the l; direction: 
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{ 
n+ l,k}{ n+ t,k} { *} I + fi'tbr_C fiq = fiq 
(D.4) 
These two sweeps each require the inversion of a tridiagonal block matrix, which 
is computationally more efficient than the solution of the original pentadiagonal block 
matrix. 
In 3-D, the same procedure is used at each spanwise station, with the RHS 
containing the explicit spanwise terms. 
Since central differencing is used for the spatial derivatives, e,ach block consists 
of a 4x4 matrix in 2-D, and a 5x5 matrix in 3-D. Eqs. (D.3) and (D.4) are solved by the 
block LU decomposition method. 
APPENDIX E 
ARTIFICIAl, VISCOSITY 
When a central differencing method is used to solve a non-line~ PDE, numerical 
errors cause small oscillations in the solution to appear. At a given time level, the 
numerical solution may be written as: 
cf n.nnerical = qnexact + L £Sin (wx) (E.l) 
As this numerical solution is used to compute the flow field at successive time 
levels, the error in the solution in tum causes new errors at higher frequencies (i.e., the 
error at a frequency w will operate on itself, causing a new error component at a frequency 
of 2w). These new errors in tum cause even higher frequency errors at the next time level, 
and thus low frequency errors move up through the frequency band until the highest 
frequency that the grid can resolve is reached. At this point, the high frequency errors 
manifest themselves as low frequency errors again, and the cycle reJX!ats and grows until 
the accuracy of the entire solution is destroyed. 
An artificial viscosity. model is implemented in order to damp out these numerical 
oscillations in order to prevent these errors from growing. A blended second and fourth 
order explicit dissipation is used, combined with an implicit second order dissipation term. 
This method uses fourth order dissipation except in regions containing shocks, where the 
second order dissipation terms become dominant. 
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This model is based on the numerical viscosity model proposed by Jameson, 
Turkel, and Schmidt and modified by Swanson and Turkel (Ref. 19). 




where D is the dissipation terms, and the subscripts I and E refers to implicit and explicit 
tenns respectively. The coefficients eE and e1 are used to scale the magnitude of the 
dissipation tenns. Usually, eE is chosen to be 1.0 and e1 is 2.0. 




Note that A.; is the largest eigenvalue of the flux matrix A, and At; is the largest 
eigenvalue of the flux matrix C. The differencing operators are defined: 
A;Jij = Ji+l,j- Jij 
Vs)"ij = li,j- Ji-l,j (E.5) 
The forward and backward differencing operators A and ~7 are defined in a 
similar way in the l; direction. 
The explicit dissipation terms are more complicated. In the present model, the 
explicit artificial viscosity is broken up into two terms: 
(E.6) 





Usually, k(2) = 0.25 and k(4) = 0.01. The tenn A; is defined in Eq. (E.4). 
The explicit dissipation tenn in the l;,-direction (and the 11 direction for 3-D) is 
defined in a similar manner. 
Near the boundaries of the computational grid, the fourth order dissipation term 
poses a problem. With the model given by Eq. (E.6), information is needed at five nodes 
for the computation of the explicit dissipation term. When the grid point adjacent to the 
boundary is reached, there are only four nodes available. Therefore, special expressions 
must be developed for use next to the boundaries. 
To accomplish this, ghost points are defined outside of the computational domain 
(on th(~ i=O line and the i = imax+lline). Values on these lines are defined by extrapolating 
from the interior of the domain: 
q>,j = 2ql,j - {}2,j (E.9) 
and sirnilarl y for the i=imax + 1 line. 
This provides enough information to use Eq. (E.7) to compute the fourth order 
dissipation tenn. 
APPENDIX F 
THE BALDWIN-LOMAX TURBULENCE MODEL 
The Baldwin-Lomax model is an algebraic turbulence model which computes an 
eddy viscosity which can be added to the molecular viscosity to obtain an effective 
viscosity: 
f.leffectM! = f.Am o1ecular + J.ltuxb (F.l) 
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A two-layer model is defined for the eddy viscosity. Near the wall, the eddy 
viscosity is proportional to the local vorticity and the distance from the wall multiplied by 
the Prandtl-Van Driest damping factor. Thus, 
(F.2) 
where 
lrol = A J (iJu ·- iJw)2 (2-D) 'V iJz iJx 
L=KZD (F.3) 
Here, k = 0.4 is the von Karman constant, z is the normal distance from the wall, 
and Dis the Prandtl-Van Driest damping factor, which smoothly goes to zero at the wall: 
D = 1 - ej -ZPJw) 
"\ 26J!w 
The subscript 'w' refers to values at the wall. 
(F.4) 
The outer layer uses this formula to compute eddy viscosity away from the body: 
(F.5) 
where Kc = 0.0168 is the Clauser's constant, and Ccp = 1.6 is an (~mpirical constant. 
Also, 
~ 2) . 0.25zmaJ.l dif F v.ake = mi zma.f rna)( F . max (F.6) 
and Zmax and Fmax are at the maximum of 
(F.7) 
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In the wake region, the exponential is dropped. 
The last definitions are: 
(F.8) 
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where Fkleb is the Klebanoff intermittency correction, which smoothly reduces the eddy 
viscosity to zero in the far field. The Klebanoff constant is Ckleb' which is taken to be 
0.3. 
The switch between the inner layer and outer layer eddy viscosity occurs at z = 
Zcrossover- This crossover value of z is defined as the closest point to the wall where the 
inner and outer eddy viscosities are equal. Thus, 
(F.9) 
APPENDIX G 
INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The Navier-Stokes equations are parabolic in time and elliptic in space. To solve 
a parabolic equation, a marching procedure is used. This means that the solution is 
marched in time from some meaningful initial solution until the desired time level, or a 
steady-state solution, is reached. An impulsive start from rest is the initial condition set in 
this investigation. Thus, the flow properties off the solid body are set to freestream 
conditions for the initial solution. 
Elliptic equations require the values of the variables on the boundaries to be 
specified. This means that meaningful values of the flow properties must be assigned on 
the boundaries of the computational grid. These boundary values effectively define the 
problem that is being solved, so care should be taken in their selection. 
Outer Boundaries 
For external flows, the outer boundary of the computational grid is placed far 
from the body. For unsteady flow problems, the outer boundary is divided into inflow and 
outflow boundaries. On inflow boundaries, the freestream values of all the flow variables 
are used. On outflow boundaries, p, u, v, and pare specified by extrapolating from the 
values from adjacent grid points. Then e is calculated from these. 
In 2-D, different boundary conditions can be used for steady flow problems. For 
steady inviscid flows, 1-D Riemann invariants are used with a circulation correction. The 
Rien1ann invariants are defined: 
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where V n is the local nonnal velocity: 
R- = Vn- ..lL 
y-1 
R+ = Vn+..lL 
y-1 




Eq. (0.1) and (0.3) give three equations for specifying the four flow variables. 
The fourth equation, which is for the entropy parameterS, is given by: 
(0.4) 
The procedure used is as follows. First, the boundary is defined as an inflow or 
an outflow boundary, using Eq. (0.2). On an inflow boundary, Vn < 0 and the Riemann 
invariant R- is constant along waves that run upstream (from the interior of the grid). 
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Thus, R-, V t' and S are computed using freestream values and the other invariant, R+, is 
extrapolated from the interior. These are used to uJXfate the flow variables p, u, v, and e. 
On an outflow boundary, V n > 0, and R+, Vt, and S are extrapolated from the interior 
while R- is specified using freestream values. 
Another outer boundary condition used for steady flows is a circulation 
correction. Lift is generated by circulation about an airfoil. Since the outer boundary is fa; 
from the airfoil, the airfoil can be modeled as a point vortex with circulation 0, located at 
the quarter-chord. 0 is defined: 
(0.5) 
where cl is the lift coefficient, cis the chord length of the airfoil, and Moo is the freestream 
Mach number. 
The velocity perturbation caused by this vortex is: 
(1t-~)r v p = -~----.....;..._-~ 
23tr{ 1 - ~sin~e- a)} (0.6) 
where r is the radius measured from the airfoil quarter-chord and e the angle measured 
from the airfoil_centerline, and a is the angle of attack of the airfoil. 
The corrected boundary velocities due to this vortex are: 
u b = u 00 + V ~in 8 
w b = woo+ V Pcos 8 
(0.7) 
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It can be seen that the perturbation velocity decreases linearly with distance; if 
the outer boundary is far enough away, this effect is negligible. If this correction is used, 
however, the outer boundary may be moved much closer to the airfoil with no loss in 
accuracy. 
To satisfy the condition for constant enthalpy, the speed of sound must also be 
corrected using the freestream enthalpy Hco: 
(0.8) 
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The last outer boundary is the wake cut aft of the airfoil. Flow properties are 
simply averaged across this cut, since the variation is smooth in this region. 
In 3-D, there are two additional outer boundaries at the root of the wing (j=l), 
and at the far-field off the tip (j=jmax). At the root, a symmetry condition {spanwise 
derivative= 0) is used: . 
4q~2.k - q~3,k 
q~l.k = 3 
(0.9) 
At the (j=jmax) station, the unsteady boundary conditions described above are 
used. 
Solid Boundades 
The boundary conditions on the wall are dictated by whether the flow is viscous 
or inviscid. In both analyses, the fluid has no normal velocity component with respect to 
the body. This gives rise to the 'no penetration' condition on the contravariant velocity W, 
which is nonnal to the body: 
W = l;,t + ul;, x + wl;,z= 0 (2-D) 
W = l;,t + ul;,x + vl;,Y + wl;,z= 0 (3-D) 
(G.9) 
The tangential contravariant velocity U for inviscid flow is extrapolated from the 
points adjacent to the body. For viscous flows, U is set to zero (no slip). The physical 
velocities u and w can then be determined from the contravariant velocities. 
The density on the body is extrapolated from the adjacent two points in. the normal 
direction using: 
The surface pressure satisfies the condition: 









For simplicity, the boundary conditions are calculated explicitly at the end of each 
call to the Newton iteration routine. 
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Figure 60 
Effect of Time Step on the GMRES Result for the Imaginary 
Component of the Pressure Coefficient about an FS Wing 
Undergoing Modal Vibration 
(Moo= 0.9; f = 40 Hz) 
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